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Introduction
Viewing a Nation Through the Lens of Art

Throughout the ages, cultures have collected and created wonders that draw the eyes and
attention of the world and its diverse population. With the accumulation of wealth and power, it
seems inevitable that a nation would seek to become the focus of that attention and proudly
proclaim itself at the center of a collection of values and traits that we can only refer to as
"Civilization." Perhaps the best example of this phenomenon is the ancient city of Rome - the
home of arguably the most skilled and calculated culture in the arena of politics and power.
Tlu·ough the use of monumental structures, rut and ingenuity, the Romans were able to perfect
visual propaganda so that the viewer - regru·dless of which corner of the empire they hailed from could not mistake the meaning. They accomplished tllis through the skillful use of symbolism that
has since become universally synonymous with dominance and the right to rule. For our purposes,
I have labeled this medium as political art- an art form geared towards informing the viewer of
political goals, aspirations and accomplishments while at the same time inspiring awe and a feeling
of formidability. This artistic expression, embedded into the collective memories of millions, is so
effective that it comes as no surprise that centuries later, an young but ambitious nation would take
the genius of the Romans and make it their own.
As an infant nation, the United States found itself struggling for ways to express its power,
independence and desired place in the world. Presented with opportunities far beyond that of any
other existing nation-state, the country's leaders and patrons invested in a timeless and impacting
mediwn of expression - rutwork. Through the use of rut ru1d architecture, Americans shaped and
molded their national identity in marble, much as the ancient Romans had as they solidified their
dominant role in the world . Many of the choices in artwork and ru·chitecture deliberately call upon
the images and memories of ancient Rome, using similar methods and symbolism to evoke
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emotions such as pride and awe, or to instill a sense of dominance or power. When the leaders of
the United States took it upon themselves to create a Federal City, there can be little question about
the significance of such a decision. While the ideals and values of Americans were rooted in
Democracy, the Federal City would display something greater, something far more impacting and
endming - that of a new power in the world, as strong as any Empire. The concept and belief that
it was possible to erect a marble city, as if by some divine providence, from the cold mist of the
newly founded District of Columbia speaks volumes to the motivations of the founders of the new
nation. As Pamela Scott writes in her essay concerning the Federal City, "L'Enfant's city was on
an immense scale, far beyond the reasonable expectations of the government at the time, because
he saw the federal capital as a symbolic representation of the country- 'this vast empire. "' 1 While
the founders may have had unrealistic expectations at the onset, the prevailing goal was to prove
that they, too, had a place in the world next to the great powers - past and present. With a total of
16.2 million visitors to Washington in 2007, 1.2 million of them constituting as overseas tourists,2
it is clear the nation's capital has gained and maintained interest across the globe.
Ancient Rome and Washington D.C. share many commonalities in the types of expression
the cities bear - from the use and importance of public spaces to national art and architecture.
There are countless examples of this cmTelation, but for our purposes, we will observe five
instances for each location, focusing on the time periods of 31 B.C.- A.D. 117 for Rome and
1780-1900 for Washington. I aim to demonstrate a clear connection between the two nations in
their national identities and explore whether that translates into the modem perception of America
or how it conducts itself on the world stage. By comparing the artistic expression and national
identity during both periods, we can infer numerous conclusions about each cultme's common
attitudes, worldview, intentions and motivations.

1

Scott, Pamela. "This Vast Empire: The Iconog raphy of the Mall, 1791-1848." Pg 39
Washington D.C.'s 2007 Visitor Statistics
<<http://www. washington.org/images/marketing/2007 visitor statistics final .pdf >>
2
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Public Spaces and City Planning
The city of Rome grew up around one central feature: the Forum Romanum. 3 For a time an
Etruscan colony, Rome had humble beginnings as a market city. Even after the Romans gained
4

their independence in the sixth century B.C., progress came slowly. The Forum Romanum (Figure
I), however, remained the cornerstone for political and social achievement

Figure I - The Original Forum Romanum

through both the Republic and the Empire, serving as a meeting place for government and private
business, leisure, news from the city and abroad along with a number of other functions. 5
Throughout the lifespan of the Empire, the Forum was not only preserved, but expanded by
Emperors to provide more public spaces while at the same time infusing national, urban and
individual identity to its citizens. Diane Favro explains in her essay "Making Rome a World City"
how Augustus uses the Forum to solidify his bond with the ideas and traditions of Republican
Rome while simultaneously serving as the catalyst for the transformation of the nation into an
Empire. She writes, "Octavian further underscored his strong ties to the Republic by lavishing
attention on the Forum Romanum. Situated in an accessible site between the Capitoline, Palatine,
and Esquiline Hills, the Forum was the political heart of the Republican city."6

3

Grima!, Pierre. Roman Cities. The University of Wisconsin Press, 1983. Pg 32
Grima!, 30
5
Galinsky, Karl. The Cambridge Companion to the Age ofAugustus. Cambridge University Press, 2005. Pg 240.
6
Galinsky, 240
4
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The Forum Romanum in Rome can be easily juxtaposed with the Mall in Washington,
which, over the years, has served as its own forum for political protest, free speech, marches,
marathons, leisure and a host of other gatherings and displays. When the original plan for the
Federal City was drawn and construction began, the Mall served as the central focus with the
White House and the Capitol building framing the large expanse. The city planner for Washington
D.C., Pierre L'Enfant, understood the importance the open space would play in the future for
America- seeing it as both a space for public monuments and gathering. The space, much like a
forum, encourages gathering for any number of activities in such a manner that the city can
continue to function - a wise decision for any city planner.
It wasn't until Rome made the transition from Republic to Empire that the capital began to

flourish as a world city, on display for more than just the local inhabitants. Rome, emerging from
its modest Republican days, had a similar problem that the city of Washington faced: world
competition. Americans, finally able to break their bonds of servitude to the "enlightened"
Europeans, 7 had the likes of London and Paris to contend with. Ronald Mellor paints a similar
situation for Augustus as he sets out to build an empire:
Augustus boasted that he found Rome 'a city of brick and left it a city of marble.' Of course there had been
major building projects all through the Republic with architects drawing on Etruscan and Greek models. [ ...]
To transform Rome into the tme cosmopolitan capital of the Mediterranean world, however, Augustus had to
compete with the architectural marvels of Athens, Pergam um, and Alexandria. 8

Once a strong, central leader emerged in the form of Augustus, cohesive city planning and
bettetment became a priority. More public spaces were conceived with a notable flourishing of
public political art either on display or put into circulation throughout the Empire. He
accomplished this in large part through a piecemeal and conservative fashion, using familiar
material, ordainments and archetypes while making it his own. His appeal to memory and his
ability to remold history to best favor himself and all Romans is an artistic theme that supports this
careful urban planning. Augustus "compelled all to take an interest in Rome," particularly by being

7

Fryd, Vivien Green. Art and Empire. Yale University Press, 1992 pg 86. "Enlightened" is given special emphasis in
reference to a Horatio Greenough quote.
8
Mellor, Ronald. Augustus and the Creation of the Roman Empire. Palgrave Macmillan Press, 2006. Pg 40
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conscientious of his ever-broadening audience. Pierre Grimal also explains the improvements to
the city in his book Roman Cities:
With the Empire and a strong government, the city could be run more effectively. So the emperors kept
trying to adorn the city in order to provide a setting for public life worthy of Roman greatness. Their activity
was focused on the center. There, the Forum Iulium or Forum of Caesar served as a model. It was the first of
a series of monumental precincts, jointed together, which are called the Imperial Fora. These differently
shaped enclosures were built by Augustus, Vespasian, Domitian, Nerva, and Trajan, one after the other.
With the Imperial Fora and the building of a gigantic amphitheater, the Colosseum, a city plan was
completed whose outlines remained, whatever one may have said, remarkably clear and coherent. By A.D.
113, the center of Rome was opened and vast spaces were made available for walking, business, and pleasure.
Rome had in large measure caught up with the East and had truly become the "Queen of Cities." She could
serve as a model for innumerable provincial cities which prospered in the West under the shelter of Roman
Peace. 10

Figure II - Imperial Additions off the Forum Romanum
I. Caesar

12.

Augustus

13. Nerva 14.

Trajan

The importance of a strong head of state is evident in both Rome and Washington, D.C ..
Newly elected President George Washington was extremely influential in choosing both the seat of
the Federal City and its European planner. The Federal City also enjoyed more progress and
development under certain Presidents more than others. Jefferson, for instance, was known for his
anti-Federalist sentiments, and spent little time investing in the city outside of the White House
and his own personal interests. 11 In the early 1900's, a commission was created under President
McKinley for the betterment of the Federal City through art and architecture, with a focus on the
National Mall. This commission was ultimately responsible for the placement of the Lincoln
9

Galinsky, 248
Quotation marks indicate a quote from Horace's Satires.
l OG.
nma,I 36
11
Berg, Scott W. Grand Avenues: The Stoty of the French Visionary Who Designed Washington, D.C. Pantheon
Books, New York, 2007.
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Memoria]t 2 and was embraced through the administrations of Roosevelt, Burnham, and McKim.

The commissioners were sent overseas to research the execution of public art and Thomas S. Hines
writes of their European experience in his essay "The Imperial Mall: The City Beautiful
Movement and the Washington Plan of 1901-1 902,"
Yet in Rome, most of all, the Americans [Charles Moore] ' were brought face to face with things eternal. All
that man had done to express his nature in highest terms had been gathered there during the ages. The
fleeting, the transitory, the ephemeral, the self-assertive, the struggle for originality, all seemed to drop out of
mind, leaving a desire to discover and to use in the work of a new nation those forms which have satisfied age
after age of men. '
The European trip both refreshed and in toxicated the commissioners, who set to work immediately on their
return to integrate the influences absorbed abroad with the realities and imperatives of the Washington
assignment. 13
[ ... ]

This reality was complemented by the positive factors of national pride and patriotism- sentiments
heightened by the rigorous promotional campaigns to develop a capital that would evoke and reflect the
nations' image and aspirations as the United States rose to greater prominence in the early twentieth century.
In L'Enfant' s day, the political and architectural allusions had been to republican Rom e. In the era of
McKinley, Roosevelt, Burnham, and McKim, the rhetoric and rationale were unabashedly irnperial. 14

While this late-century revival clearly shows later preference in public art, it does not entirely
explain the uncanny similarity to Roman images in symbolism and presentation we experience in
early American political ati. We know, however, that many of the commissions ordered for the
city were created in Rome or by Italians. Constantino Brumidi, the artist responsible for the initial
design of the Frieze of American History in the Capitol Rotunda and the Washington Apotheosis
painted on the Capitol dome in 1855, for instance, was born and trained in Rome. 15 Even the
controversial statue of George Washington, sculpted by Horatio Greenough, discussed in Chapter
Three, has roots in Italy. Greenough, originally from Boston, moved to Rome and finally Florence
before Congress commissioned the statue in 1832. While leaning on the Romans for inspiration
may seem superficial, it would certainly not be out of the ordinary. The Romans bonowed from
12

U.S. Commission of Fine Arts - Washington, D.C.<< http://thearchimediaworkshop.org/node/ 1068 >>
Hines, Thomas. "The Imperial Mall: The City Beautiful Movement and the Washington Plan of 1901-1902." Pg. 87
14 H.
rnes, 96
15
Kennon, Donald R. & Somma, Thomas P. American Pantheon: Sculpture and Artistic Decoration ofthe United
States Capitol. Ohio University Press, 2004.
13
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tures for not just art, but imperial history and pride. The United States and Rome have
many Cul
this in common, as well -but it is imp01tant to remember neither culture boiTows without, in some
way, making it their own.
PietTe Charles L'Enfant, the man who personally requested of George Washington that he
be given the privilege to plan the Federal City in 1790, conducted himself in all ways as if he were
planning for an Emperor. Despite the fact L'Enfant's work was overseen by Congressionally
appointed committee members, L'Enfant directed all requests, complaints and status reports to the
man he thought of as General Washington more than President Washington. The two both served
in the Revolutionary War, although never within the same proximity. L'Enfant's European
background did not give him the ability to maneuver bureaucracies the likes of which were
forming in the United States; however, his vision for the Federal City encompassed all the
ambition and hidden potential of the nation. The man worked tirelessly surveying and mapping out
streets; he handpicked the location for the Capitol building and even began dictating the placement
of national monuments, just as Augustus had to carefully and expensively purchase land next to
the Forum Romanum and begin draining to build on the Campus Mmtiusjust to solve issues of too
little space in the capital city. 16 Just because L'Enfant had a blank slate, however, does not mean
he was any more successful than Augustus at executing his revolutionary city plan. L'Enfant
struggled with issues offmance and, after Washington's death, a disagreeable Thomas Jefferson
who prefeiTed a small and grid-like system as opposed to L'Enfant's flamboyant star pattern with
public circles and large, open spaces. 17 When L 'Enfant was relieved of his commission for a
number of reasons, his plan had been stolen, watered down, and barely begun, and in December of
1800 when John Adams along with the United States Congress was to relocate permanently to the
Federal City, they atTived to a "skeleton of a city." 18 While L 'Enfant's masterful plan was to have
a slow start, the city would slowly begin to build steam over the years, expanding in piecemeal
fashion as new administrations and Congresses took interest.
To be fair, Rome was not built in a day, and neither was Washington D.C. It took a
predictable amount of time and money to dedicate to the U.S. capital before it was able to become
16

Mello, 41
Berg, 76
18
Berg, 20 1-207

17
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. ·ng city of marble it is today. For example, money flooded into both capitals after their

the shJnl

·ve civil wru·s in an attempt to reassure citizens that strong, unbreakable unity existed within
respec tl
the nation. In Rome, after Augustus defeated his rivals following the death of his adoptive father
Caesar, monuments were soon erected to celebrate the peace brought to the people of Rome by
their new leader. We see this exhibited best through his Altar of Augustan Peace. Similarly, "They
died that their country might live" is inscribed on the Peace Monument in Washington,

19

a

landmark which celebrates America's fortitude and bountiful lands while mourning the deaths as a
result ofthe Civil Wru· in the mid 1800's. Both these examples of increased interest in improving
the city and enriching the citizens' experience are discussed in Chapter Five.

It is very important to understand two things about the goals ancient Rome and early
Washington D.C. shared. First, both nations had legitimate competition from within and without
their boundaries, which resulted in a need to establish a right to rule- whether that be divine,
historical or earned. Tllis theme is seen repeatedly throughout ancient Romru1 political art as well
as early American political art showcased in Washington. Second, both nations had political
aspirations that extended beyond govenling their own state. In Rome 's case, this literally meant
physical expansion of the Empire, whereas in America, the concept can be taken more figuratively.
While the United States did have deigns on expanding West, it is clear through their art, which we
will discuss, that they desired to be viewed as a world leader - as an example and template for
what might be considered the New World Order.

Thesis Organization
When deciding upon the layout for the presentation of this research, it was obvious a case
study approach would be the most effective and comprehensive method of doing so. By using case
studies, it is possible for me to draw upon direct comparisons to highlight similarities between the
Roman and American political cultures. I also stay within reasonably compact time periods in
order to maintain a coherent narrative of political propagation. I chose this method over a
chronological study because it allows for a more detailed and thorough inspection of specific
messages depicted and iconography used as examples for a broader sense of the political art for
19

Peace Monument, Architect oftbe Capitol << http://www.aoc.gov/cc/grounds/att arch/peace.cfm >>
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both nations. What follows is a summary for each chapter. Each chapter will focus on comparing
major works of political art from Rome and Washington D.C. with any additional information or
art as a supplement to the main case study.

Chapter One
Chapter One will discuss the Forum of Augustus in Rome as compared to the Capitol
building in Washington D.C. The art contained in both these buildings emphasizes and celebrates
sacred ancestry, national memory and identity, leaders in society as well as politics and the right to
rule. Both sites boast an effective use of space and strive to create an experience for the viewer.
Augustus' Forum was built purposely close to the Forum Romanum as a reminder of his
dedication to the principles and foundations of Rome. The Capitol building was given the most
prestigious location in the District of Columbia- Jenkins Hill. L ' Enfant spoke of the site saying,
"From these heights every grand building would rear with a majestic aspect over the country all
around and might be advantageously seen from twenty miles off." He was so confident in the
democratic ideals represented by (what was then just the concept of) the Capitol, he went on to
say, "the Federal City would soon grow of itself and spread as the branches of a tree do towards
where they meet with most nourishrnent." 20 The chapter will also discuss the types of portraiture
found in the Forum and the Capitol as well as the decorative elements to the structures. Both the
Capitol and the Forum were instrumental structures in establishing a history of leadership within
their respective nations.

Chapter Two
Chapter Two will compare the Column of Trajan in Rome with the American History
Frieze in the rotunda of the Capitol building at Washington, D.C. The Column ofTrajan is a
unique piece of art that depicts over 150 episodes Emperor Trajan's (A.D.· 98-117) military
campaigns and is likely the first free standing spiral frieze of its kind? 1 While Trajan was a strong
military emperor and while battles are depicted throughout the spiral frieze, the "majority of the
20
21

Berg, 80
Kleiner, 159-60
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've is devoted to scenes of preparation for battle, the construction of forts and roads, the
narrat1
ation of men and supplies on land and water, and generic scenes ofTrajan addressing
transpOrt
,22 The Frieze of American history, with three of the nineteen scenes depicted above, shares
trooPs ·
many common themes with the Column ofTrajan. The American Frieze emphasizes ingenuity,
resourcefulness and military prowess in the same manner Trajan's column does. Shared by both
works is the narrative ofajourney through time. While Trajan's column depicts battles he fought
in reality, the monument serves as a broader story to the viewer, including tales of piety and
leadership. Both works are intended to share a sense of accomplishment, taking the viewer along
the same path as those who walked before them.

Chapter Three
Chapter Three will discuss the portraiture of George Washington and Caesar Augustus to
examine the similarities in leadership qualities that are established through both artistic styles and
symbolism. Augustus as Emperor (above right) and Horatio Greenough's George Washington
(above left) as well as the Gemma Augustea and the Apotheosis of Washington by Constantino
Brumidi will be used in this comparison. These works feature allegorical depictions of myth to
emphasize important qualities possessed by Washington and Augustus. Both subjects were
considered great military rulers while maintaining a certain level and skill with diplomacy characteristics that are easily read from the portraiture. The leadership skills exhibited in
depictions of both Augustus and Washington are replicated in subtle but notable ways throughout
the later portraiture of their times, setting the tone, in many ways, for the values most desired in
their respective cultures. Similarly, their depictions after their deaths seen in the Gemma Augustea
and the Apotheosis of Washington were an impmtant tool to later rulers in establishing national
tradition and history that could be built upon by future power stmctures.

22

Kleiner, 160- l
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Chapter Four
Chapter Four will look at the Washington Monument as compared to obelisks in Rome.
The Washington Monument has a shaky history that involves poor construction, financial speed
bumps and placement problems. The concept behind the choice of an obelisk to honor George
Washington, however, is a strong one. As a sign of military and cultural superiority, Augustus had
23
a total offour obelisks moved from Egypt to Rome during his time as Emperor. The

transportation of these giant slabs of stone alone was an engineering feat that no doubt caught the
world's attention. With that in mind, the choice of an obelisk to honor George Washington's
contributions to the success of America is more than fitting. Successfully breaking away from
Britain- the most powerful empire in the world at the time- was certainly a feat worthy of an
obelisk. As Augustus conquered Egypt, solidifying Rome's world dominance, America emerged as
a young world power with its break from Britain, through the help and guidance of Washington.
Included in this chapter will be more history of the obelisks and the symbolism involved in moving
them. Also discussed will be the unique quality of the Washington Monument, the debate over
how Washington should be honored- with Republican modesty or Imperial grandeur as well as
the completion of which being an engineering feat in its own right.

Chapter Five
Compared in Chapter Five will be the Ara Pacis Augustae (Altar of Augustan Peace) in
Rome and the Peace Monument in Washington, D.C. These monuments come after a devastating
time for both nations. Augustus had recently defeated his challengers for the throne, and the North
and South in the United States had tentative but stable relations at the time that the Peace
Monument was constructed. The vital message conveyed in both monuments is one of stability.
Their images are intended to be reassuring in an attempt to quell the fear and anxiety still
circulating among the masses. While the American Peace Monument has an element of"Never
Again," with the personifications of History and Grief, the Ara Pacis focuses on a more fan1ilial
aspect of peace and stability. Both monuments feature symbolism intended to emphasize themes
23

Rehak, Paul. "Augustus and the Obelisks of Egypt." Deli vered lecture, College Art Association annual meetings.
New York, 2000. Retrieved online by Dr. Bundrick from<< http://www.dule.edu/-prehak/CAA.htm >>on
10/ 1112001.
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ewal bountiful resources, world strength and divine approval. Both works are an
sueh asren
'
indication of how the nations viewed their place in the world despite recent internal
exceIIent
conflict.

Conclusion
The conclusion will provide a summation of thoughts on the research collected and
presented and how it culminates to support my theory that the political expression of ancient Rome
and early America were extremely similar. I will then go on to explain how through this political
expression we can compare motives and outcomes and most importantly, how we can mold,
change, create and elevate national identity through impacting and enduring works of art such as
we see in Rome and Washington D.C. National identity can then be translated into a kind of
international persona as well as power held and maintained in the world forum. The patterns,
perhaps not developed in Rome but certainly utilized efficiently and improved upon a great deal,
transcend time and are called upon to help solidifY the national image of young America. These
patterns are important to the understanding of national identity and help to follow its, what may be
considered natural, evolution.
To be a patiicipant in a culture engaged in such an investment in art - even if technically
labeled propagandistic- as a viewer is an exciting concept. A reflection of the state is created,
controlled but decipherable. Understanding the patterns to this type of art is important to the future
of national identity, where national identity is vital to the survival of a cohesive state. We have
been privileged to see many wonders over the course of our history, and we have the good grace to
observe and study them for this purpose.-Ovid, the ancient author witnessing the Augustan urban
transformation of Rome, perhaps said it best when he commented, " I congratulate myself that I
was not born till now." 24

24

Galinsky, 259
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Chapter One
Preserving Memory and Establishing a History of Leadership
The Forum of Augustus & the Capitol Building

Every successful political state requires a solid foundation of ideology that encompasses
core values, beliefs and goals. These may derive in one sense from a common understanding and
agreement on what those values may be, or they may derive from a calculated sculpting of
ideology by the state. To accomplish the latter, a plethora of mediums are available to the state however none so powerful and impacting, as I will argue, as the medium of political art and
architecture. When critically observing political artistic traditions throughout the ages, a strong
correlation can be made between Roman and American political art. In these traditions, political
concepts, motifs and allegory as well as the projection of national image take a dominating role in
the creation of national identity and state building when art is utilized as secular propaganda. The
earliest and perhaps best representations of this political artistic tradition are in the Forum of
Augustus in Rome and the Capitol Building in Washington D.C.
Though obviously architecturally different, these structures housed a number of impressive
pieces of art that aided the nationalist message and reinforced political themes, policies and
propaganda to create a distinct set of values, beliefs and goals. Both spaces emphasized and
idealized historical figures to project a solid national foundation, which in turn would facilitate a
prosperous future. Both the Forum and Augustus and the Capitol Building were constructed during
pivotal and foundational moments in their respective times. The Forum of Augustus, dedicated in 2
B.C., was erected in the wake of Roman civil war25 and carefully straddled the periods of Republic

25

While the war between Augustus and his rivals for power in Rome ended in 30 B.C., the memory of civil war and
questions about state stability remained fresh in the minds of Romans by the time the Forum of Augustus was
dedicated.
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·re The structure is a testament to Augustus' efforts to appeal to Republican ideals while
and Empi .
establishing himself as a strong central leader. The Forum allowed Augustus to draw on history

and myth in order to enforce his Roman heritage and rightful place in a leadership position.
The Capitol Building (begun in 1793 and functional by 1800) began as an impmtant
symbol of self governance amidst world powers like France and England looming in the collective
memories of the American people. The designers of the Capitol had to strike a delicate balance,
like Augustus with his Fmum, between power and republican modesty. Competing on the world
stage, the Capitol also played a pivotal role in establishing consistent and strong American
heritage, stressing ingenuity and superiority while emphasizing the right to rule. Later on, the
Capitol stood as witness to America's own Civil War and acted as a tool for reconciliation by
stressing national unity and reestablishing shared national history in the wake of the war. The
messages conveyed tluough these buildings are deliberate and served as templates for future
nation-building. Through their comparison, the success of these political mechanisms will be clear
and highlight the capacity of art to propagate state aims.

The Forum of Augustus
In the year 42 B.C., then Octavian26 vowed to build a temple in the name of Mars prior to
the battle of Philippi against the Tyrannicides (murderers of Caesar).

27

This vow resulted in the

Temple of Mars Ultor, built within the Forum of Augustus or Forum Augustum (Figure 1.1),
dedicated in 2 B.C. Fora were a crucial part of everyday life in Rome, providing a space for
business, politics and leisure. With an ever-growing city, Augustus aimed to provide new public
space- much as Caesar himself had done by statting work on the Forum Iulium (Julian Forum)
near the Forum Romanum- that allowed for increased volume and ease of business. In providing
this public space, Augustus was also able to present a narrative to the Roman people through the
use of statuary that exhibited the greatness ofRome' s past leaders as well as Augustus' own
family, the Julii.

26

It should be noted for clarity sake that Octavian and Augustus are the same person. Octavian was given the title
Augustus in 27 B.C. by the Senate. He is commonly referred to as Octavian before this time and referred to as
Augustus afterward.
27
Favro, Diane. The Urban Image ofAugustan Rome. Cambridge University Press, 1996. 83
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The Forum of Augustus featured balanced symmetry, which was uncommon in Roman
. the creation of the Forum Iulium, begun by Julius Caesar in 54 B.C. and completed by
Fora unu1
8
.
t ephew Octavian in 29 B.C? Following the example Caesar provided, the Forum of
hiS grea n
lanced the design with two porticoes and added two hemicycles on the east and west
t S ba

Augus u

sides of the Forum. The Forum Iulium and the Forum of Augustus also shared a focal point, unlike
the piecemeal Forum Romanum constructed ad hoc throughout the Republican era. The focal point
for Caesar's Forum was the Temple of Venus Genetrix (supposedly the founder of the Julian line),
while the focus for the Augustus' Forum was the Temple of Mars Ultor, who shared the space with
9

the deified Caesar and Venus Genetrix? Augustus' porticoes were lined with bronze statues of
famous or accomplished men such as those who had received a triumph.

30

The placement of these

statues was far more important than the sculptures- in their immortal forms, men who had once
been enemies stood side-by-side and united Augustus' "Hall ofFame."

31

After 13 years of civil

war, the importance of displaying Roman unity was key to Augustus' propaganda program- a fact
made clear by the careful placement of honorific statues in his Fotum.
The Forum hemicycles were reserved for the most venerated men of Rome's history. Paul
Zanker explains in his work The Power ofImages in the Age ofAugustus that "In antiquity there
was no clear distinction between myth and history. The deeds of one's heroic ancestors were
considered no less 'historical' than those of more recent generations. On the contrary, the former
were especially prized for their value as exempla."32 The portraiture of these figmes was carefully
aiTanged to project positive propaganda in relation to the Julian line, of which Augustus was a
member. The eastern hemicycle featured a statue of Romulus, the legendary founder of Rome,
shown in a narrative fashion as the frrst triumphator (men who received triumphs). He was joined
by other summi viri, or great men who had likely earned triumphs of their own. 33 The western
hemicycle displayed the mythical Aeneas, descendant of Trojan lineage and ancestor of the Julii
who settled in Italy after suffering defeat at the hands of Greece. Aeneas was considered, among

2s Kl emer,
.
58-9
29Klemer,
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34

the exemplum pietatis, or protector from suffering and want. Statues of Alban Kings
I
other roes,
.. g the noble lineage of leadership in Rome, accompanied Aeneas on one side while
symboItzm
f the Julii family stood just nm1h of Aeneas. The placement of the Julii family
members O
portraiture was perhaps the most crucial element of the Forum. Their arrangement, which stood
closest to the Temple of Mars Ultor, yet in direct proximity to the ancestors of Rome established
strong lineage from nobility as well as a connection to the gods and executive power.
The Temple of Mars Ultor, the focal point of the design, was significant in many ways to
the political propaganda presented by the Forum. Mars Ultor, or Mars the Avenger, alluded to
Augustus' campaigns to pursue and kill the traitors of Caesar. In fact, Mars shared his temple with
the deified Julius Caesar as well as Venus -the goddess from whom Caesar and the Julii had
claimed to be descended. This means, in effect, that Augustus is not only the son of a god,35 Julius
Caesar, and the descendant of a goddess, but also enjoyed powerful divine approval. 36 In his article
"Virgil and the Forum of Augustus," Henry T. Rowell points out another distinction that honoring
Mars gives the Forum: "Emphasis on the military aspect reached its culmination in the temple of
Mars, the god of war, whose epithet ultor was an open reminder of Philippi. [ ... ] The forum and
temple constituted the military center of the city, symbols ofRome ' s greatness was exemplified in
her men and their achievements, particularly in War." 37
When the Forum of Augustus was finally dedicated in 2 B.C., Augustus was also given the
title pater patriae or "Father of Our Country" by the Senate. 38 During his years of service to Rome,
Augustus was bestowed with many titles, such as princeps (first citizen), consul, imperator
(commander in chief) and in 12 B.C.pontifex maximus (chief priest ofthe state religion)39 however none were as meaningful as pater patriae, which recalled the term paterfamilias (head of
the household). The propaganda and reassmances that Rome's republican traditions were intact
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Zanker, 203
After Caesar's death, he was made a deity by consent of the Senate. Since Caesar adopted Octavian in his will,
Octavian proclaimed himself the son of a god- Caesar Divi F (Son of the Divine Caesar) .
36
Just as associating oneself with a mythical historical figure cou ld be considered appropriate for claims of ancestry,
so too could noble families associate themselves with gods and goddesses. In later years, Emperors often posed
themselves in Jupiter's image to stress their connection to the divine.
37
Rowell, 268-9
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Volume 61 , 1992.72
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l The title suggested a sole responsibility given to Augustus that included

were successfu ·

.
d care over the empire - a triumph for the man who did not want to be seen as a
protecuon an
.
b t desired the central command of an emperor.
dactator u
The struggle to strike a careful balance between Republic and Empire began with the
assassination of Julius Caesar in 44 B .C., which "galvanized the Romans and set in motion a
sequence of events leading to the formation and acknowledgement of the Roman Empire."

40

While

the senators in Rome favored the Republican ideals of governance, for obvious reasons, Caesar
had come to represent the promise of peace and prosperity to many of the populace. Caesar, in
effect, had left the seat of dictator open to those ambitious enough to seek it. The youngest, though
by far the most clever competitor for Caesar' s position eventually emerged victorious- Gaius
Julius Caesar Octavianus, great nephew of Caesar. Though only 19 at the time Caesar was killed,
Octavian emerged as a stunning military leader and after 13 years of civil war, defeated his rivals
for the quest to replace Caesar. More than just a brilliant military strategist, Octavian was a skillful
administrator and with the help of his colleague and prized general, Marcus Agrippa, was
successful in many urban renewal and beautification programs.
In 27 B.C., Octavian was reborn as Augustus- a title officially offered to him by the
Senate. According to Augustus, who records this and many more honors in his Res Gestae
(Achievements of Augustus), the title was given to him in response to his ceding power back to the
Senate.

41

While Augustus made a point to deny his role as a dictator in the account of his

accomplishments, it is clear through observing the aggressive urban renewal and enrichment he
supported that his intent was to restore tranquility and a feeling of security to Rome. Such
accomplishments would have been impossible without the central authority Augustus created and
held firmly until his death in A.D. 14.
If Augustus were to be taken literally as paterfamilias to all of Rome instead of just his
personal household, then the Forum of Augustus would have acted as Rome's lararium. 42 In
addition to honoring Augustus' vow to construct a temple to Mars, the Forum acted as an
ingenious work of propaganda that firmly and publically rooted Augustus in Republican tradition.
40
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. tradition propagated the celebration and memory of family members who had achieved
RepubI1can
ublic office or political distinction through the use of wax masks molded from the
the honor Of P
43
dead and later put on display in the atrium comt of homes. Augustus took this tradition and
on the concept for his Forum, creating niches in the hemicycles that were ideal for full
expanded
44
scale sculpture portraits and porticoes for bronze statuary of Romans worthy ofhonor. We know
a great deal about these statues due to the dis~overy of the elogia (bronze tablet used for
inscriptions) that accompanied every statue. As Rowell describes, "Each one gives a brief account
ofthe public career of the man to whose statue it was appended. The regular magistracies are first
listed in descending order, then honores such as pontificates chronologically. Next there follows a
list of achievements in war, then those in peace, among which the dedication of temples plays a

.
promment
part .,45
The key difference in the Forum of Augustus is while great Republican leaders are
honored, so too are historic nobility honored, conveniently placed next to the Julii family portraits.
Augustus' careful mix of Republican imagery, paired with the emphasis on nobility's role in the
success of Rome, provided a favorable balance to the Roman people. In one sense, he was assuring
them of his dedication to the Republic while making plain in no uncertain terms that he was a
member of ancient nobility, making him fit to rule as well as giving him the undeniable right to do
so. Augustus, too, was ever mindful of the future of Rome and displayed his concern in an edict
recorded by ancient historian Suetonius that the statues in his forum "were to serve as a standard
by which the Roman people might measure Augustus during his lifetime and the emperors who
succeeded him." 46 Tlus edict makes clear Augustus' intent for his Forum to function as a reminder
to the success brought to the Empire by his hand, and to continue the practices and keep to the
ideals he utilized to garner such success.
It would be unreasonable to think that the average viewer of the Temple or the Forum
could not make the distinctions that were being so boldly presented by Augustus' choices in
subj ects. However, the Forum was not simply a celebration of the ruler - the motifs it offered
43
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ry Roman citizen to perform to his highest standards. The portraiture can be seen as
encouraged eve
·ve celebrating Roman history, ingenuity and political greatness. The experience of
kind of narratI '
. thr ugh the porticoes joining the famous men fotming the ranks of Roman history, must
walkmg 0
'
·nspiring to citizens and visitors alike. Augustus was creating a visual that symbolized
have been l
what it meant to be Roman and what a Roman could aspire to, which in tum contributed in large
part to national identity. In addition to serving as a general political forum, the Forum of Augustus
was also given specific distinctions reported by the ancient author Dio: "Boys coming of military
age should be enrolled in the iuventus [organization for young army recruits] there; that the senate
should meet there to discuss the granting of triumphs; that commanders who had celebrated a
triumph should dedicate their scepter and crown to Mars Ultor; that military standards recaptured
from the enemy should be placed in the temple."

47

By mandating certain business and social

activities take place in his Forum, Augustus increased its exposure. The themes presented by the
grand structure were then integrated into the citizens' psyche, reinforced day after day. In this way,
Augustus was redirecting Roman traditions through his vision of Roman history and foundations,
all the while presenting a hopeful future in the form of the man himself- the "First Among
Equals."
The period of civil war in the time of Augustus' rise to power left a deep scar in the
memories of many Romans. However, though observing the period of civil war that preceded
Augustus ' unchallenged mle and the aftereffects, it can be argued that a sense of stability is
fabricated through the creation of reassuring images. Augustus clearly accomplished this with his
Imperial Forum in a way that both offered comfort to the citizens of Rome and reinforced his right
to rule. Americans were presented with a similar dilemma during the conception of their own
Republic. Issues to be addressed were those including the right to self-governance and questions of
solid historical foundations for the nation they intended to build. How would the American people
emerge from their murky origins as a cohesive state and build a thriving empire the likes of which
England or France had created? Nothing could more exemplify the answers to these questions than
the establishment of the federal city, the American seat of government- Washington D.C. The

~
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'to! Building specifically helped create national identity and lay solid foundations for the

u.s. Cap )

countrY to stand firmly upon.

The U.S. Capitol Building
The United States Capitol has had a turbulent history, which makes the edifice that stands
today an ever clearer symbol of America's fortitude. In addition to natural and man-made disaster,
the structure has undergone a near constant evolution of architecture, design and decoration since
1

President Washington himself laid the cornerstone on September 18 h, 1793 . The Residence Act of

1790 spuiTed the events that would lead to the creation of a Federal City and subsequently the
construction of the Capitol Building and the White House. The Act stipulated that the federal
government would temporarily move from New York to Pennsylvania for ten years while a
permanent Federal City could be established.

48

The responsibility of choosing the location of the

new seat of the U.S. govermnent was given to President Washington- hero of the Revolutionary
War and reluctant first executive. He chose an area situated along the Virginia/Maryland bordera location he knew well, as his estate in Mt. Vernon, Virginia lay along the Potomac, less than 20
miles south of the new seat of govermnent. The Residence Act also specified that a commission
would be created to oversee the surveying, planning an initial construction of federal building in
the future United States capital. Most importantly, the Act stipulated that by December of 1800,
the entire federal govermnent would be transferred to the specified location.
In 1790, the territory that would become Washington D.C. was occupied by farmers and a
handful of local residents. No public buildings were present, no formal roads had been laid, and
certainly no commerce existed. It is then no surprise that after the ten years between the Residence
Act and the transfer of power to the federal city, Congress arrived to a Capitol Building that
consisted of nothing but the North Wing. The initial design for the Capitol was submitted by
William Thornton in 1796 and approved by Washington with enthusiasm.49 The design would be

48
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50

eral template for the following four architects until the original design was more or
used as a gen
ted in the 1830's. Expansion efforts were begun in 1851 under the direction of architect
less comp1e
51
Walter- the man responsible for the iconic dome seen today.
Thomas U·
Materials for the Capitol Building ranged from wood, brick and stone cut from a public
quarry in Aquia Creek, Virginia.

52

The initial construction period was plagued with various

setbacks and incompetence that included corrupt quarry masters, cutting corners when laying the
foundation, shortages of workers, shortages of funds and disgruntled employees. In 1801 , after a
year of being packed into the room that was supposed to be used for the Library of Congress, thenarchitect James Hoban was directed to create a temporary wooden structure on the foundation
previously laid for the south wing of the Capitol, later deemed 'the oven' for its shape and stuffy
3

interior during the summer months. 5 Under the direction of Benjamin Henry Latrobe, the south
wing was finally completed in 1807. Latrobe then focused his attention largely on the interior of
the Capitol, redesigning the Senate assembly room and creating a Supreme Court chamber. 54 By

1814, the Capitol still just consisted of, perhaps luckily, just a north and south wing connected by a
wooden corridor when it was burned by the British. 55 (Figure 1.2) Latrobe took inspiration from
ancient architecture and it was said that he admired Roman buildings, most notably "the immense
size, the bold plans and arrangements of the buildings of the Romans. " 56 While Latrobe resigned

before he could begin work on the great rotunda and dome, his designs were used as a template for
the architect to follow him - Charles Bulfinch. Bulfmch, by far the most politically cotrect of the
architects to take on the job of building the Capitol, was content to follow Latrobe 's designs and
concede to Congress when they ordered the dome be built with wooden material as opposed to
stone for reasons of cost. Despite the material, Bulfinch followed Latrobe's inspiration and built

50

Of the four architects that preceded Walter, one was fired (George Hatfield), two resigned (James Hoban and
B.enjamin Henry Latrobe) and one was sent home on good terms (Charles Bulinch) - indeed, Congress even paid for
~t's travel expenses. The last of these men would appear to be much better at politicking than architecture. (Scott, 84)
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7

f of the double-shelled dome based on the Pantheon in Rome. 5 Bulfinch's
the lower haI
with Congress and straightforward, no frills attitude resulted in Thornton's design
compIacencY
finally being fully realized in 1825.

Thornton's initial humble design with three low domed ceilings (Figure 1.3) functioned
magnificently in practice until 1850, when the admission of additional states into the Union
increased the number of Senators and Representatives, and the bodies outgrew the original wings
of the Capitol Building. Extending the Capitol would tal(e almost two decades to complete in order
to sit all of Congress. With the extension, however, came various artistic additions to the Capitol,
such as the new and impressive dome, designed and executed by Thomas U. Walter, visible from
the Washington Monument and beyond. The rotunda itself is a subject about which volumes could
be written. It will suffice to state for our purposes that it is a grand spectacle and purposely so. The
rotunda requires no artificial lighting as the high windows that line the dome provide light during
all times of the day. Standing in the middle of the rotunda, one has little more to do than crane his
or her neck and look skyward to glimpse the heavens. Brumidi' s Apotheosis of Washington,
completed in 1866, depicts George Washington seated in the clouds and looking over the heart of
the capital. The scene is overpowering and awe-inspiring, combined with the rich ceiling
decorations, the rotunda frieze (to be discussed in the next chapter), and the numerous reliefs
carved into the round chamber. The viewer is immediately entrenched in American history, strong
symbolism, and nationalist celebration.
Overwhelming is likely the feeling Augustus was hoping to evoke with his larger-than-life
Forum and opulent tribute to great men past, and the same can be applied within the Capitol
Building. If one does not enter through the main Capitol doors leading into the rotunda, the viewer
will be filled with a sense of intimacy not expected from a cursory inspection of the edifice from
the exterior. The experience of navigating the intimate halls and stairways of the Capitol Building,
while at the same time encountering beautiful tiled floors, painted walls, ceilings and chandeliers,
is like a continual surprise of color and simple celebration. However, nothing can rival the moment
the viewer exits the intimate halls of the Capitol and spills out into the rotunda. Norma Evenson
speaks of a similar experience in Rome in her essay "Monumental Spaces:"
57
58
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Of all the monumental capitals, Rome probably encompasses the closest integration of monumentality and
. .
within the fabric of the city. Eleanor Clark once commented on the smallness of many of the
mumacy
ting that they "give no warnings, so that suddenly the Pantheon or the huge volutes of
spaces, Sta
.
.
,
. .
Sant'lgoazio are crowdmg nght over you. Clark mamtamed that the streets and squares of the old quarters
of the city "do not constitute an outside in our sense, but a great withinness, an interior, and running water
is its open ftre. Even a tourist can tell in a Roman street that he is in something and not outside of
something as he would be in most cities. In Rome to go out is to go home."

59

The same can easily be applied to the Capitol Building- the feeling of intimacy followed by the
overwhelming feeling of smallness when situated in the rotunda, or even within the original House
chamber, now the National Statuary Hall.
Though it took time to achieve the monolith of a building we know today, the Capitol was
always intended to be a grand symbol to both Americans and the world. Founded during a unique
time in history - one of new discoveries and ever advancing technology, the young nation also had
a great deal of catching up to do. With that in mind, the question is posed as such: how important,
how vital was it to the nation to have a collective identity to grasp and call its own? With the
foundation and the fabrication of an entire Federal City, the importance of presenting legitimacy to
American citizens must have been essential. We see this struggle played out, in part, during the
Civil War in the mid I 800's. Without taking native-born Americans into account, proving to the
world that Americans had a place in and the right to the paradise they had stumbled upon was
pivotal and apparent in the kind of artwork that is seen in the Capitol Building. Additionally, the
mid 1800's saw a period of expansionist attitude from Congress which is speculated to be visible
. the artwork created around the same time. ~
m
Common themes seen in the Capitol are wisdom, commerce, agriculture, technology, war,
peace and divine favor. Ornamentation is so prevalent within the Capitol that it can appear in the
most subtle terms. For instance, throughout the Capitol one can spot a notable difference in a
number of the column capitals - instead of following the Ionic, Doric or Corinthian orders, a
number of columns in the interior of the Capitol feature cash crops like corn. (Figure 1.4) Themes
in the Capitol are often presented as personifications through the human form or gods from
classical mythology such as Minerva or Neptune. This practice directly recalls the Romans, who
often depicted gods, goddess and personified themes in both imperial and private art.
59
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Also represented in the halls of the Capitol are a number of historical scenes painted either

onto the wal

ls or as life-sized scenes as we see in the rotunda. This mixture of allegorical myth and

. an 1·mportant element of the Capitol as well as the Forum of Augustus, as it adds a

history IS

powerful aspect to identity. It is difficult to argue against divine prerogative, for instance. Equally
hard to deny is the appeal that the force of one 's nation is driven by something intangible like
destiny. Augustus capitalized on this concept in Virgil's Aeneid when the poet magically foretold
ofthe greatness Augustus would achieve,

61

creating a kind of destiny- optimistic, albeit fictitious.

The result, however, was a confidence in Augustus that only a steadfast belief in things unseen
could have produced. The same kind of teclmique is utilized in the Capitol and certainly for
expansionist philosophy like Manifest Destiny. Depictions like George Washington in the clouds,
as he is depicted in the Apotheosis of Washington (Figure 1.5), idealized the vision of the United
States as a divinely favored nation, empowered by the accomplishments of the past and enthusiasm
for the future.
The most striking comparison between the Forum of Augustus and the Capitol Building is
the statuary found in their respective halls. The same standards set for the placement of statues in
the Forum of Augustus are largely utilized in the Capitol Building. After the completion of the new
Senate and House chambers, the old House chamber stood uncomfortably empty in 1864 (Figure
1.6). In an attempt to fill the space in a meaningful way, Congress passed a joint resolution
allowing states to donate a maximum of two statues to the new National Statuary Hall (Figure 1.7).
The conditions as Teresa B. Lachin writes in her essay "Worthy ofNational Commemoration"
were that "Each state was invited to dedicate two p01irait statues, in marble or bronze of ' deceased
persons' selected for their historic renown or 'distinguished civic services. " '62 The Architect of the
Capitol rep01is that there are now 100 statues residing in the Capitol obtained in this way, fulfilling
the maximum threshold of the 1864 law. As submissions reached the Statuary Hall, it would soon
become clear that 100 was far too great a number. At 65, the statues had to be rearranged and
placed elsewhere in the Capitol to avoid clutter. However, all 100 statues remain in the facility,
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though not a

ll in the Statuary Hall. 63 Similarly, Rowell points out there could have been more than

·n the Forum of Augustus that honored the memory of great men.

64

100 statues I
Just as Augustus had to allay fears of more civil unrest, Congress had to deal with the still

fresh wounds of the Civil War during the time these statues were being sought. The principal
or the Statuary Hall bill, Justin Monill of Vermont, "expressed the hope that a national
sponsOr ti
ball of sculpture honoring distinguished Americans- 'the best representative men' - would help
65

'cement together the great sisterhood of States' in the aftermath of the Civil War." Lachin
describes the typical Northern submission to the Capitol: "Dedication speeches from the 1870s

and 1880s characterized northern honorees as Christian statesmen whose public careers and private
Jives have been guided by religious piety, moral courage, and filial devotion to their fellow man 66

virtues and standards associated with the Revolution and early Republic." She goes on to
describe the typical Southern submission, most of which were dedicated after WWI. While the
South honored its scientists, antebellum statesmen and 'predictably' leaders of the Old South such
as Robert E. Lee, Jefferson Davis and Alexander H. Stephens, 67 Lachin points out that this was the
first opportunity for the South to represent themselves outside of their territories and may have
helped sectional reconciliation, despite objections from the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People. She also points out that while nation-wide there was a preference
for political and military heroes, there are also a fair number of statues dedicated to religious
leaders (Brigham Young, Utah), scientists, inventors and humanitarians. 68
Also in the Statuary Hall is the Car of History - though this statue is one of two that was
originally intended for the room when it was originally the House chamber. The Car of Time
represents Clio, the muse of history who rides in her chariot. She is poised over the entranceway,
book in hand, ready to record history as it is made in the House chamber. The statue dates to the
year 1819 and features a clock as the facing of the chariot wheel. 69 This is a most curious addition
to the Capitol, suggesting that the Congressmen felt as if their actions- every action taken in the
63
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ber _was worthy of a record in history. It is a boastful sentiment to keep Clio at hand
Housecham
.
and speaks vividly to the mindset of the politicians toiling in the chambers of the
at all t1mes,
. Building The Car of History could, of course, be a dynamic statue that looks to the future.
Cap1to1
·
After all, any politician will willingly admit to politics taking a due amount of time to come to
fruition. Perhaps Clio represents history in the making - and great times to come as a result.
It is plain to see how the Forum of Augustus and the Capitol Building share similar themes

and techniques in the creation of government spaces that are intended to be viewed by the public.
These structures with all their mi, history and commemoration infuse a sense of meaning,
belonging and pride in the viewer with the goal of directing national sentiment, identity and future.
Both were wildly successful, and both can supp01i arguments about the value of visual propaganda
in order to promote more stable states. Such propaganda is necessary, no matter how flagrant, so
long as it is successful in the end. The pressure on the already great culture of Rome and the infant

with such potential, America, was felt heavily by their respective cm·etakers. As Donald R. Dudley
correctly assetis in his work The History of Human Society: The Romans 850 B. C. - A.D. 337,
"The traditional wars and conquests mentioned by Livy and Virgil, and officially recognized by
the statues of early triumphatores [men who had received triumphs] in the Forum of Augustus,

seem to be the fabrications of a later age, aimed at enhancing the glory of Rome. Great nations
must be infant prodigies." 70
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Chapter Two
Honoring the Journey and Accomplishments of an Ambitious Nation
The Column ofTrajan & the Rotunda Frieze

Shared history is an important element in nation building, a concept that is not neglected in

either Roman or American political ati. Creating an easily referenced and glorified collection of
historical events is exactly what the designers of the Column ofTrajan (A.D. 113) in Rome and the
Capitol Rotunda Frieze (begun in 1859 and dedicated in 1954) in Washington D.C. strove to do.
These continuous scenes provide an experiential display of national history and motifs that the
viewer can identify with and essentially become a part of. Not only are these works of art a
celebration of triumphs past, they set in stone the favorable foundational moments of a nation and
became a cornerstone of how citizens identified with their country. In the case of the Column of
Trajan - while depicting specific and limited events in recent history, the spiraling scenes also
exemplified the preserved Roman traditions, which provided solid foundations to Rome and
ensured the continued success of the empire. The Capitol rotunda frieze of American history
provided clarified identity for a young and ambitious nation, capitalizing on the idea of inevitable
providence and success of the United States. Both of these works aided in solidifying national
history, continued prosperity, and hopefulness for the future while taking the viewer on a journey
through exciting moments of the past. History becomes a part of the viewer, and it becomes
increasingly difficult to detangle oneself from the skillful and effective nationalistic propaganda.

The Column ofTrajan
"In its role as a showcase for Trajan 's exploits, the column provided a constant reminder
ofhis virtus. This meant, in the first instance, his fortitude and courage, and in the broadest sense
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mation of the multifarious glorious aspects of his character. The virtus of the
uwasthesum
71
b extension, embodied the success of the state. "

mperor.

1

~

Through the time leading up to the reign ofTrajan (A.D. 98-117), Rome had experienced a
notable departure from the Augustan age. In contrast to the Emperors that came before him, Trajan

was in large part responsible for reviving Augustan tradition of memory and positive Imperial
da The Emperor exhibited an excellent grasp of the importance of political art and
propagan ·
wielded this understanding during his many larger-than-life building projects. His Forum (Figure
2.1), for instance, was by far the largest of all the Imperial Fora, funded primarily by his wars with
the Dacian people in the north and described as "the supreme illustration of the use of art and
architecture as an instrument of imperial propaganda."

72

Trajan, like Augustus, was the adoptive son of the Emperor before him, Nerva. Nerva
adopted Trajan late in life, hoping to associate himself with a young and enthusiastic military
leader to contrast with his weakened stage of old age. The transmission of power was a peaceful
one, despite the adoption of the foreign born Trajan, who hailed from Spain, and became the first
non-native Emperor of Rome. Trajan did not disappoint, and he came to be known as optimus

princeps, or "the best chief," during his reign. 73 The acquisition ofthis title can no doubt be
attributed to his skillful use of public space and political art.
Entering the Forum ofTrajan was a spectacle all its own between having to pass through
the triumphal Arch ofTrajan and being met with an equestrian statue ofTrajan, situated in the
center of the Forum's open space. The size of the forum alone was enough to take the breath of

any citizen or visitor, and the grandiose nature of the public space was a premise that had
developed for decades. As we discussed in chapter one, a general theme was created with the
Forum Iulium and evolved into a larger, more politically minded design with the Forum of
Augustus. Indeed, Trajan's Forum was situated directly next to both the Forum Iulium and the
Forum of Augustus- an indicator that Trajan wished to honor tradition and the great leaders of
Rome by sharing the space. Caesar and Augustus' examples of public spaces continued with the
Forum ofTrajan as it borrowed qualities from Augustus' forum, such as the symmetrical covered
71
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·cycles leading up to the main edifice. The main structure in Trajan' s forum,
·coes and hemJ
port!
. th colossal Basilica Ulpia- named for Trajan's family Ulpius. 74 Behind the Basilica,
however, 1s e
.
.
.
'It two libraries - one for Greek texts, and the other for Latm. The Column ofTraJan
TraJan bUl
. d
center point between the two libraries - surrounded by great literary works and in
res•de as a
symbolizing the heights of which Rome had achieved. After Trajan's death in A.D.
S

many way
11 3' the

Temple to Divine Trajan was added, extending the journey beyond the libraries and

onald Strong highlights the conceptual similarities between Trajan's Forum and
l n· D
coum
Augustus' in his work Roman Art- "The forum is very similar in design to the forum of Augustus
and in every sense fulfilled a similar function. It became a second National Portrait Gallery in the
city and made use of the same rich decoration of coloured marbles and statuary, combined with
75

restraint in architectural detail." Though Trajan clearly understood and utilized Augustus' time
tested methods of appealing to the public, his own sense of innovation shines through in the
Column ofTrajan (Figures 2.2-2.4).
Before the Column of Traj an, no spiral figured frieze of its kind existed. 76 This unique
monument stands at 100 Roman feet (97 feet, 8 inches) tall and consists of seventeen hollow
marble drums. Originally, the column was decorated with a bronze heroic nude statue ofTrajan at
its peak- however the statue was removed in 1588 and replaced with a more modest portrait of
Saint Peter. 77 An artistic marvel in its sheer scale and 155 scenes, the over 2,000 figures and
landscape scenes were carved into the marble in low relief with a two inch depth. Heights of the
friezes range from three to four feet, growing taller as the spiral reaches the top of the column to
aid the observer in viewing the scenes while standing at the base of the column or the second story
ofthe forum complex. 78 The column has captured the imagination of many since A.D. 113beginning with Roman emperor Marcus Aurelius (A.D. 161-180) who fashioned a similar column
during his reign (Figure 2.5). The column was so treasured that while the rest of the Forum of
Trajan functioned as a quarry in the Middle Ages, a law was passed in 1162 that forbade the
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f the spiraling marvel, on penalty of death.

79

The Column served as a model for the

destJ11CtlOn 0
Place Vendome in Paris, erected by Napoleon I to commemorate his victory of
Column at the

. ·n )805 so (2.6) When Napoleon III saw Trajan's column in 1864, he ordered casts made

AusterIttz t

·

ent the plaster products of which now stand in the Victoria and Albert Museum in
of the monum '

London.

81

Strong speaks to the impact of Column ofTrajan, "On account of its typically Roman

character and its clarity, the relief sculpture ofTrajan' s column has been vastly influential in the
history of art. It is completely successful in what it sets out to do, i.e. to provide an epic version of
the wars, with the Roman army under its great leader in the role of hero. Carefully selected scenes
ofthe arm's activities are combined with set pieces of the emperor and fitted into a basically
historical framework which highlights the events of the campaign. "

82

The distinctiveness ofTrajan' s column is worthy of notation. The concept was an original
one for this kind of monument - referred to as a continuous style of narrative. Strong cites tum of
the century Roman historian F. Wickhoff in describing the style: "If we ask what are the artistic
devices which produce so keen an impression of our having seen an uninterrupted series of events,
we shall fmd that it is again the continuous method of representation which alone can arouse this
feeling. It alone can make town, river, tent, forest, field, soldiers, horsemen, march etc. glide into
one another and masses of human creatures crowd together, condense, separate, break up; it alone
knows how to interrupt the perpetual stream by letting the emperor appear periodically and thus
help the spectator to consider and define the episodes regularly." 83 The Column ofTrajan depicts
two separate wars (A.D. 101 -102 and A.D. 105-106) against the Dacian people. Neither war was
portrayed in the frieze as being battle intensive - instead, the iconography focuses on the "Traj anic
war machine, invincible and even heroic." 84 These types of scenes underscored the effectiveness
and enlightenment of the Roman army through depicting scenes of "sacrifice, adlocutio [oratory
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by the Emperor], the building of cities, the receiving of embassies and prisoners, the
.
f . l , 85
arch [and] the grazmg o aruma s.
annyon the m
These scenes of ingenuity are comparable to the "Colonization of New England" (Figure

addreSS given

&.rom the Frieze of American History in the Capitol Rotunda. In the American History
2.7) seene 11
.
we know from previous scenes that there is an underlying tension between new American

Fneze,

settlers and the Native American populations. The scene is preceded by "Captain Smith and
Pocahontas," (Figure 2.8) showing an English settler being treated with hostility by Native
Americans. The scene is also preceded by "William Perm and the Indians," which displays friendly
relations with the Native Americans. The "Colonization of New England," however, is followed
later by the more violent scene "Death of Tecumseh," (Figure 2.9) a Native American who
advocated an alliance ofNative American tribes in protection of their lands from new settlers.
Both the Column ofTrajan and the Frieze of American History maintained a balance between
ingenuity and force- enlightenment and physical struggle through this type of dynamic
iconography.
Throughout the wm·s, the Dacian warriors were continually depicted in honorable,
courageous and worthy adversaries for Trajan's army- pmticularly Decebalus, King of the Dacian
people. The first war, according to Trajm1's frieze, ended with Decebalus' submission to the
Emperor, while the second war ends with his heroic suicide. 86 Though twice defeated, the Dacians
were never shown as weak or cowardly. There are a number of scenes were Dacians are shown
abusing Roman prisoners, impaling Roman heads on pikes and participating in vicious attacks
against Roman fortresses. 87 Similarly, in the Frieze of American History, Native Americans were
shown in full dress with muscular, confident males represented as well as elegant females. In the
"Battle ofLexington," (Figure 2.10) the Americans are depicted as outnumbered and wounded
compared to the orderly and uninjured British troops. Not more than two scenes later, the
"Surrender of Cornwallis" is portrayed with American troops now carefully lined and up
witnessing what would mark the end ofthe Revolutionary War as a cluster of British officials
stand in the background to Cornwallis' second, who admits defeat in Cornwallis' place. The
85
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. te balance struck again by both the column and the American frieze was one of careful
deIJca
ction- the portrayal of enemies being an important motif to the narrative and validity of the
constrU
campaigns waged on both sides.
Expansionist campaigns in Roman history typically had both positive and negative effects
on the empire. Trajan's effmts against Dacia also considered a protective gesture for Roman
provinces and the empire itself. The Emperor was incredibly successful in his campaigns in the
northeast and no doubt desired a way to both commemorate and justify these expansionist efforts.
The column accomplishes tllis and more, as Strong writes, "The continuous spiral of reliefs depicts
a series of episodes in chronological sequence, subject to definite and long-established artistic and
propagandist conventions, yet rendered with a remarkable eye for detail."

88

Exhibiting the strength,

ingenuity and fortitude of the Roman armies was also an important element to the success of this
monument as a work of political propaganda. The display was undoubtedly linked to the journey a
viewer had to make through the enormous Forum ofTrajan, culminating in the brilliant Column of
Trajan. The message is clear: through expansion and the "burden of war" were all these great
treasures able to come into realization. 89
In her essay entitled "Trajan's Column and the Art of Commemoration," Penelope J. E.
Davies explains the impact the monument forces upon the viewer, underlining the intrinsic
propagandistic nature of the continuous spiraling scenes. She observes that "When the Column is
considered only as an object to be viewed, it demands nothing more from the beholder than the
respect due to high-quality engineering and sculpture. When, on the other hand, it is considered as
a dynamic force, the Column becomes an active work of architecture, encouraging and requiring
the visitor's participation."90 She notes that Trajan's armies are constantly moving forward, up the
spiral in battle and more peaceful themes such as travel, construction and sacrifice in a way to
break up the gruesome realities of war. These scenes also emphasize Roman ingenuity,
determination, efficiency within the army mechanism, experience and strength as an organized
force. The viewer, who is seemingly moving with the armies as they experience the spiraling
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91

d d their strength to the perceived movement of the sculpted armies - in essence,
frieze. ad e
. th campaign and experiencing the journey with them. As expected in any great Imperial
joining e
or conunemoration, the motif of divine approval appears from time to time. From the
work ofart
manifestation of the river god watching the Roman army cross the Danube at the beginning of the
long scene to Jupiter later aiding the soldiers in battle,

92

these images would have certainly

triggered a certain amount of pride and confidence in the Roman agenda. It is also wmih nothing
that while it was never formally intended, the base ofTrajan's column functioned as his tomb,
housing his cremated remains after his death in A.D. 117. After Julius Caesar and Augustus both
receiving the honors, it became tradition that emperors, after their deaths, were deified- Trajan
would be no different. The monument serving as his tomb would have added another spiritual
element to the experience. Diana Kleiner elaborates in her work Roman Sculpture: "Since the
column served as the emperor's tomb, it is likely that what the spectator was experiencing was the
apotheosis ofTrajan, twice victor in Dacia, builder of the forum that bears his name, and now
divus."93 This is an especially important observation, as we briefly touched on in chapter one - the
American frieze is accompanied by the dome painting, the Apotheosis of Washington, creating a
similar experience as Trajan's column and tomb.
Davies highlights one other experiential feature of the column - the interior shaft that leads
to the top of the giant monument. The staircase inside the column is narrow, suggesting that the
journey to the peak was not open to large volumes of people. We can infer that this journey was
perhaps a privilege bestowed onto special guests or elites. Davies postulates about the experience,
"Entering the Column through the door in its base, to the visitor's left was a passage to the
chamber, sealed after [A.D.] 177. To the right rose the helical staircase, a novelty in Trajan's time.
Once inside the shaft, he labored steeply upward, mindful, perhaps, of how his motion mirrored
Trajan's ascent from mortal to god. [.. .]In Trajan's Column, the ' sudden surprise' is the visitor' s
abrupt emergence from the narrow, dark staircase into the dazzling sunlight, where he stood,
blinding for a moment, surrounded on all sides by open air, released from total restriction to utter
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fjeedom.

,94

ways. The
the SOUI fr

This emergence from darkness to light can be interpreted in a handful of meaningful

experience might have been meant to signify the deliverance of civilization - liberating

om the darkness that plagued pre-civilized society in the eyes of the Romans. The

.
y may have also signified the optimistic views towards the future of the empire as the view
Journe
(rom the top of the column would have afforded a breathtaking view ofTrajan's forum and the
neighboring Imperial Fora, the new Traj an markets, and the Roman neighborhoods that surrounded

the hill.
The Column ofTrajan had many forms , so to speak - it was a victory monument,
propaganda tool, educational scroll, observatory and tomb for the deified Trajan. The Frieze of
American History in the Capitol Building similarly served many functions- political and historical
propaganda, national aggrandizing as well as served as a celebration to triumphs over, nature, the
native populations and the Mother Country of Britain. We will discuss George Washington in
further detail in chapter three; however, it is worthy to note that after his death, there was a
movement (although never realized) within the American political community at the time to have
his remains stored in the Capitol Building, which would function as a kind of mausoleum. The
column was highly experiential, as the Frieze of American History was also meant to be. In the
next section, I will explain how the American frieze engages the viewer and espouses some of the
same themes and political meaning that the Column ofTrajan did in its time.

The Capitol Rotunda Frieze of American I-:listory
The mastetmind behind some of the most elaborate and skillful decoration within the
Capitol Building in Washington D.C. was a Roman-born man by the name Constantino Brumidi
(1805-1880), who was on the Capitol site just days after Thomas U. Walter had completed his fust
dome design (1854) as part of the extensions to be added to the building. 95 . Brumidi conceived and
executed the opulent hall paintings in the Capitol, as well as the famous Apotheosis of Washington
true fresco dome painting that can be viewed from the main rotunda today. He was also
responsible for the original design and execution of the rotunda frieze, painted into wet plaster and
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rnade to Iook

like a three dimensional continuous scene of American history. Brumidi was

. II trained in the seventeenth-century tradition, which entails drawing sculpture and

c)ass•ca Y
.

works by the masters as teaching tools.

96

Since he trained in Rome, it is not umeasonable

copymg
'nk that Brumidi was intimately familiar with the great Column ofTrajan which bad somehow
toth1

. ed the Middle Ages more or less unscathed. It is possible that the column was a genuine

surv•v

inspiration to the artist, and he thought of it immediately when presented with the task of filling the

ring that encircled the rottmda' s diameter.
In her essay "Mythology, Allegory and History : Brumidi' s Frescoes for the New Dome,"
Barbara A Wolanin speaks to Brumidi's illustrious qualifications: "Brumidi also had depicted a
wide range of subjects in Rome. Many of his paintings were allegorical. In the palace of Prince
Alessandro Torlonia (later destroyed) he painted murals, including a frieze depicting the Glory of
Constantine, that may have been one of his best preparations for his future work in the rotunda. He
also painted murals with scenes from classical history or mythology, such as The Judgement of

Paris in the theater of the Villa Torlonia." 97 Despite his status as a foreigner, Brumidi worked hard
to research American history, proposing his own vision for wall and ceiling paintings only after
laboriously studying the textual history and earlier American works of art.98 It was thought that he
had a basic understanding of the American Revolutionary war from growing up in Europe, and it
seems to be of some interest to Brumidi as Revolutionary themes and technology appeared in
notable and numerous ways throughout his body of work in the Capitol. Though not overtly
political himself, Brumidi was forced from Italy after being imprisoned after being accused of
crimes during the republican rule of Italy. He was released from captivity under the understanding
that he would emigrate to the United States, there be undoubtedly held a new appreciation for the
freedoms in which America represented during that time, especially after his unhappy experience

in Europe. 99
The Rotunda Frieze was begun only after the Apotheosis of Washington was completed.
After Congress concluded that a sculpted marble relief would have been too costly for the
government at the time, Brumidi was called upon yet again to create the next best thing. What
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. th magnificent three dimensional painting still marching around the rotunda's span

resuJted IS e
todaY (Figure 2.11 ). Construction superintendent Capt. Montgomery C. Meigs explained his vision
for the space:
Above this cornice a vertical wall will be raised, with a deep recessed panel nine feet in height, to be filled
with sculpture, forming a continuous frieze three hundred feet in length, of figures in alto rilievo. The subject
to be history of America. The gradual progress of a continent from the depths of barbarism to the height of
civilization; the rude and barbarous civilization of some of the Ante-Columbian tribes; the contests of the
Aztecs with their less civilized predecessors; their own conquest by the Spanish race; the wilder state of the
hunter tribes of our own regions; the discovery, settlement, wars, treaties; the gradual advance of the white,
and retreat oftbe red races; our own revolutionary and other struggles, w ith the illustration of the higher
achievements of our present civilization, will afford a richness and variety of costume, character, and
incident, which may worthily employ our best sculptors in its execution, and which will form for future ages
a monument of the present state of the arts in the country .

100

While the frieze was never carved in marble, many of the themes Meigs viewed as being
historically worthy of display in the Capitol Building found their way into Brumidi's scenes. The
complete list of scenes, in chronological order, is as follows:
America and History
Landing of Columbus
Cortez and Montezuma at Mexican Temple
Pizarro Going to Peru
Burial of DeSoto
Captain Smith and Pocahontas
Landing of the Pilgrims
William Penn and the Indians
Colonization of New England
Oglethorpe and the Indians
Battle of Lexington
Declaration of Independence
Surrender of Cornwallis
Death of Tecumseh
American Army Entering the City of Mexico
Discovery of Gold in California
Peace a t the End of the Civil War
Naval Gun Crew in the Spanish-American War
The Birth of Aviation

These scenes are among those emphasized in history books dating to the mid 1800s with a focus
on discovery, exploration, settlement, the Revolutionary War, and the War of 1812. 101 Just as the
100
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T aian did not entirely focus on gruesome battles, the frieze appears to celebrate
coiUIJ111 f r ~
.
· genuity more than it does fighting power and brute strength. Meigs ' vision of
Anlencan m
. history is telling - his views of civilized versus uncivilized cannot be considered an

°
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of thought for the time. We can tell from the Column ofTrajan that civilization is a
I
anomaY
valued possession of the Romans. The last scene at the top of the column shows Roman settlers
jovially traveling into the conquered lands of Dacia, bringing with them the greatness and
enlightenment of Rome (Figure 2.12).

102

Here we glimpse the darker side of nation-building- that

of claiming superiority and right to exist over another nation. The Romans certainly practiced
propagandistic mediums of displaying superiority over their European neighbors while romanizing
much of the continent. Meanwhile, in America, expansionist mentality was alive and well. It has
even been suggested that the expansionist mentality during the 1850's -centering the debate on
whether the nation should expand into Cuba and Central America - can be witnessed in the
Spanish conquest scenes in the Frieze of American History.

103

Unlike today's political climate, ancient Rome embraced the exploitation of other nations,
from utilizing their people for human capital to extracting the wealth from their lands to fund their
armies, enrich their cities and provinces as well as fund future campaigns. Trajan's campaigns in
Dacia, so proudly chronicled through the Column ofTrajan, were a perfect example of this ancient
practice. Creation of wealth is still an important element in the creation of a successful nationstate, and this wealth can come in many forms. In order to maintain his empire- not only
financially but ideologically, Trajan had to accomplish two things. First, he would need the
physical resources to feed the proverbial giant that was Rome. Second, he needed human capitalthat is, the inclusion of nations (a collection of people who share similar cultural traditions,
customs and beliefs) into the state (the politically functional aspect of a nation) of Rome. This
inclusion created more potential capital for the empire and expanded the borders of Rome.
Consider the last scene on the Column ofTrajan- that of the Roman settlers. This is a concept that
Americans can easily identify with settlers of the West in their own century. Early America,
comparatively, was similar in their exploitive nature. Not only did they benefit from indentured
servitude and slavery, they extracted wealth via land from the Native Americans. Several sc{{nes
2
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·n the Frieze of American History include Native Americans, but the story is not
jncluded 1
as theirs. The Native Americans in the frieze are often shown kneeling, fighting, facing
presented
c.rom the forward motion of the frieze and by the end of the long scene of history, they are
away 11
nonexistent (Figures 2.13-2.17). So, too were the Dacians shown kneeling, captured, facing away

from the forward motion of the upward spiral and shown without regard to individuality (Figures
.!8-2.20). Both these concepts - Roman and American - would have been popularly accepted and
2
encouraged. This is the dark side of nation building, however an important aspect to call to
attention. Just as desirable qualities are presented in portraiture of leaders and respected
individuals of the past, so too are the common attitudes displayed towards outside forces not
connected with the nation-state itself.
Spatial elements may have been properly executed on the Rotunda Frieze if Brumidi
were given accurate measurements of the space he would be working with. Under the impression
that be would have nine feet in height to paint, the discovery that he only had a vertical space of
less than eight feet to work on must have been an unpleasant one. Having already constructed a

30ft sketch of the frieze, Brumidi began work despite the shortcoming. Growing older as the
project progressed, Brumidi painted roughly a half figure a day until his death in the February of
1880, leaving the "William Penn and the Indians" scene unfinished. His successor, Filippo
Costaggini, who had come to America in 1870, was trained at the same Accademia di San Luca as
Brumidi and carried on the work of the visionary with more attention to detail as his predecessor
but in a remarkably similar style. Though his work was superb, Costaggini inevitably ran out of
subjects before the frieze could wrap around the entire rotunda due to the inaccurate measurements
Brumidi had used for his original sketches. For this reason, the scenes are notably larger and
longer near the end of the frieze in an attempt to take up more space. While Brumidi's original
sketch only extended as far as the "Discovery of Gold in California," the three scenes, "Peace at
the End of the Civil War," "Naval Gun Crew in the Spanish-American War" and "The Birth of
Aviation" that ended the contiguous ring was approved only after a lengthy debate by Congress. 104
Just as in ancient Rome and her monuments, the images depicted on the Capitol Rotunda
Frieze are familiar to a viewer with even the smallest amount of knowledge of American history in
104
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both the events depicted in the archetypes used to portray them. And just as the Column ofTrajan,
. an experiential element to the frieze in the Capitol. When emptied into the belly of the
there IS
one's eyes are drawn upward almost instinctually. They rise to meet the light that pours in
rotunda•
through the arched windows below the main structure of the dome and falls upon the flurry of
action and motion captured in Brumidi's contiguous frieze. The first impression is that of

busyness, giving the feeling that America's history is full of movement and drive. When the eyes
are finally able to focus on the intricate scenes, they search for the starting point of this journey
and find it in the Landing of Columbus. His movement directs your eyes to the right, following the
story of American history. While the following scenes all have a kind of focal point and are
distinguished from the scene before by a tree or wood beam, there is a distinct motion of
forwardness. Cleverly, scenes focusing on Native Americans tend to be centrally focused- their
attention drawn inward on themselves or in some instances, backward. In contrast, subjects
associated with early America or discovery are almost exclusively facing in the direction that gives
them forward movement towards the future instead of the past.
As the viewer turns in the rotunda, he or she is constantly engaged with history surrounded by statues of great men and paintings of pivotal times in American history. This
constant stimulus helps the viewer engage with the Frieze of American History, gradually
incorporating the viewer into the journey taken by the figures representing the rich history of the
United States. Just as Trajan' s column represents propaganda and idealized Roman traditions, so
too does the Capitol frieze. Idolizing history, creating larger than life images and heritage, as we
have learned from our good friend Augustus, does a great deal to help provide national security
and pride. Both the Column ofTrajan and the American History Frieze represent envoys to foreign
viewers, as well. Their motion forward is presented as unstoppable, like a great flood cutting
through history. This message of inevitability is effectively delivered, warning against any
attempts at intervention in either great nation's forward movement.
Conceptually the Column ofTrajan and the Capitol Rohmda Frieze of American History
have many similarities. They're utilized for similar purposes of creating pride, awe, fear and a
feeling of divine providence. There are, however, physical similarities in the artistic styles that
would lead one to believe they are linked in more than just concept. Were the money available,
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there 1s no

doubt that the frieze in the Capitol would be carved in marble and polished to a dazzling

sbiJnn1er. The painting, however, provides a similar effect of low relief sculpture and an
ce that aligned well with the column as it must have looked in Brumidi's tim~. In addition

appearan
.
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stylistic similarities, there is a similarity in the portrayal of subj ects, as well. Many bodily

gestures (Figure 2.21) exhibited by leaders in history can be compared to Trajan's oratory or
administrative poses (Figure 2.22). In addition to these similarities, both works of art feature a
depiction of the enemy or 'uncivilized' that is similar. Strong speaks about this artistic device,
saying "The hopelessness of the barbarians' cause is brought out; but although little attention is
devoted to them as individuals, an effort is made to represent them collectively as a worthy foe by
means of dramatic set pieces, culminating in the death ofDecebalus. [Figure 2.23] Thus, although
there is a complete lack of sentiment, the glorification of the Roman achievement is made possible
by heroizing the defeated ." 105 The scene Strong speaks of correlates strongly with "The Death of
Tecumseh" (Figure 2.24) at the end of the War of 1812. In fact, the scenes are essentially the same
-both Decebalus and Techmseh collapse to the ground with cavalry closing on them and no hope
of survival. Both figures are facing away from the forward movement and caught under the rush of
soldiers perusing them. Both symbolize hard-fought battles with the 'uncivilized' - the ferocity of
which adds to the glory of the inevitable victory.
Trajan' s column is an ingenuous device to engage viewers, to make them participate in the
shared history of the empire. Similarly, the Capitol Frieze takes the viewer on a journey that
doesn't seem as far away when standing in the center of what seems like the entire city, and
perhaps all of American history. The combined elements of the Forum and Capitol experience
respectively aid the effectiveness ofthe column and frieze, making both these works of political art
wildly successful in helping to perpetuate a solid foundation and national identity.
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Chapter Three

Immortalizing Leadership Qualities and Creating a Worthy Example
Augustan & Washington Portraiture

Political art and propaganda can take many forms- as Jane DeRose Evans explains in her
book The Art ofPersuasion - from rumors, music and spectacles to coins, architecture and
monuments. 106 One of the most effective and influential forms of political art, however, is realized
through portraiture. As we discussed in the first chapter, one use of portraiture is to help promote
valued or desired qualities in a citizen. In this chapter, we will see that much more can be
accomplished in portraiture by communicating with the viewer through the use of symbolism,
allusion and allegory. These are common techniques used in state art, and in particular ancient
Roman and early American art. This chapter will further highlight the significant similarities in
how both nations successfully sculpted their national identities.
Numerous similarities can be drawn between the ancient political portraiture of the
Augustan period and early American political po1traiture, as will be demonstrated by examining
four subjects of varying media. The first two represent statuary, beginning with the portrait of
Augustus as Imperator from the Villa of Livia at Primaporta

107

(Figure 3.1) as compared to Horatio

Greenough's George Washington (1832-41, Figure 3.2). The second pair of examples come in the
form of carved precious stone and painted fresco respectively. The first is the Gemma Augustea
(Figure 3.3), an Imperial portrait featuring Augustus, carved from a large sardonyx gem sometime
after his death in A.D. 14. This piece will be compared with the Apotheosis of Washington (Figure
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3.4),

depicted in the dome of the Capitol Building as designed, painted and completed by

tino Brumidi in 1865 .
constan
All four of these pieces presented a larger-than-life representation of their subjects. In this
Augustus and Washington did not simply represent themselves and their personal virtues;
way,
they instead embodied the nation's identity and inspired strength, unity and prosperity with their
images. National leaders are important to the success of states, if not in practice, then in
ideological terms. The myths that surrounded Augustus and Washington allowed for a powerful
following and established continued traditions that can be witnessed throughout the lifespan of
both cultures.

Augustus as Imperator
Standing at approximately 6 feet, 8 inches tall, the "Primaporta" sculpture (Figure 3.1)
depicting Augustus as Jmperator (head of the military forces) would have been copied and
distributed through the Roman Empire beginning around 20 B.C. The portrait that survives today
is a marble copy discovered in 1863 at Livia's (the wife of Augustus) villa in Primaporta, just
north ofRome. 108 The original Augustus as Jmperator would have been cast in bronze; the
countless copies would have been viewed by hundreds of thousands of Roman citizens. This
portraiture style is often compared with the Greek aesthetic from the fifth century B.C., namely
statues of athletes such as the Doryphoros of Polykleitos.

109

Tlus is in large part due to the

contrapposto pose shared by both works - left leg relaxed and right taut while the shoulders create
a mirror reflection; left shoulder taut, right shoulder relaxed to produce a kind of still action in the
figure. This is further accentuated as the left foot is raised slightly, indicating forward motion. The
main difference in the pose transforms the function of the piece from classic athlete to political
orator - wmle the Greek athlete's right arm is relaxed and at ms side, Augustus' is lifted in a
gesture of adlocutio, indicating an oral address. 110
Beyond the general pose and classicized aesthetics of youth and beauty, the two sculptures
depart in their similarities. Augustus' Primaporta depicts a skilled orator and a youthful general,
108
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111

. h sculpture being conceived when Augustus was in his forties.
Cupid, or Eros, serves
desp1te t e
ort for the statue, representing the son of Venus. Recall from chapter one that the Julian
as a supp
aid to be descended from Venus herself, and in this instance, the cherub-like support was
Jine waS S
'nder of that lineage. The small figure rides a dolphin which had political importance as well

arem•

- it represented Augustus' prowess at sea, in particular the naval victory against Antony at
Actium.ll 2 Though it is impossible to know specifics, the sculpture was clearly designed to hold an
object in the left hand: most likely a spear or scepter, the latter representing Augustus' power and
authority, the former his military role. Finally, and most important to the visual propaganda of this
piece is the cuirass, or breastplate, and its ornamentation. The sculpture on the cuirass includes
several figures ranging from deities, conquered peoples and surrendering foes. The focal point of
the cuirass depicts a diplomatic victory as a Parthian barbarian, recognizable by his distinctive
dress, surrenders captured Roman standards to what is often interpreted to be Mars, the Roman god
ofwar. 11 3 Other interpretations suggest the figure my represent Tiberius. The scene was inspired
by an actual event that took place in 20 B.C. It is important to note that this copy is likely to be
extremely similar to the original- with one exception: Augustus is shown with bare feet. Nudity
and bare feet were often indications of deification, which suggests this copy was made
posthumously and hints at Augustus' apotheosis, or the ascent into the heavens.
Karl Galinsky speaks in his book Augustan Culture, about the concept of auctoritas and
how Augustus used the notion to his advantage. To Galinsky, auctoritas indicates approval,
advisement and guarantees. In Augustus' case, he was guaranteeing protection to the initiatives of
individuals.

114

In essence, one could say he was creating a land of opportunity. Galinsky writes,

"By emphasizing auctoritas as his governing concept Augustus makes it clear that he does not
want to be just a functionary or magistrate but that he aims to provide a higher kind of moral
leadership. [ .. .] There is a strong center of ideas, then, and a clear authorial intentionality that, far
from being confining, encourages creative response and interpretation. The dynamic tension
between those two notions - authorial intent and latitude of response - which modern literary
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115

eats as irreconcilable, accounts for much of the vitality of Augustan culture." It is
t)leOI'Y 0 ften tr
eep this concept in mind during the following chapters- conceived at the onset of
iJDportant t0 k
, political life - for this knowledge makes it easier to view and read his works and in

Augustus
.

parbCU1ar,

his portraiture. In his portraiture, political themes altered over time with careful

. entation and eventually adopted a successful pattern that can be witnessed in the

expenm

Primaporta type.
Before the Primaporta style, Augustus adopted many faces in his portraiture- from young

boy to grieving son and fierce military man. The portrait of Octavian from 37 B.C., (Figure 3.6)
for instance, shows him a melancholy young man with a grieving beard from the loss of his
adoptive father, Caesar. 11 6 This type of portraiture was acceptable soon after Caesar's death in 44
B.C., however, after enough time elapsed, Augustus reinvented himself to suit his political aims.
Donald Strong explains the need for a new pmiraiture type in more detail: "The importance of
portraiture in the scheme of the forum of Augustus established a tradition which continued right
through the Empire: there was now a new motivation to create an effective imperial image for the
Julio-Claudian House. In the late Republic pmiraiture was commemorative or funerary; the latter
showed a taste for the unvarnished truth." 117 The portrait of Augustus in the Museo Capitoline that
dates to 30 B.C. (Figure 3.7) is an excellent example of the evolution of Augustan portraiture. This
portrait falls firmly within the Actium type, depicting Augustus in military regalia, with a slight
crease between his brow to indicate focus and intensity. 118 The type earns the name Actium due to
Augustus' conflicts with Antony. The gravity of the situation, of civil war, required somber
portraiture - appropriate for the political climate, as the mourning sculptures were after Caesar's
death. This understanding of proper political portraiture is impressive considering Augustus had no
Roman models from which to draw. Becoming politically and militarily active at the young age of
19, Augustus was the youngest political figure depicted in Roman political art at the time. During
the late Republic of Rome, young men were considered politically unimportant- portraiture
instead favoring older men, emphasizing such traits as experience, dignitas and gravitas. Artists
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with the task of representing Rome's first emperor had to look further back in time, to the
cbaJ'ged
fifth centurY B.C. when youth and beauty were more commonly depicted. 119
The Primaporta type presented a desirable balance in portraiture after adequate time had
·nce the civil war. As Diana Kleiner explains in her work Roman Sculpture:

passed Sl

There were three major themes in Augustan propaganda after 3 1 [B.C.]. The first was military
victory as the foundation of his power, his new claim to his right to rule, replacing his earlier
claim of being Caesar's heir. The second was the peace achieved through military victory - the
famous pax romana - that Augustus brought to the world; and the third, Augustus's claim to
divine descent, not merely as the son of the new god Caesar, but as we shall see, as a direct
descendant of Aeneas, son of Venus, a goddess whose divinity no one questioned. These three
themes- victory, peace and prosperity, and divine descent - are all features of Augustan official
portraiture and Augustan relief sculpture.

120

Augustus managed to strike this balance, particularly in his Prirnaporta portrait but also, as we will
see in chapter five, in the Ara Pacis Augustae. In the Primaporta portrait, Augustus no longer
furrows his brow - instead his face is relaxed as he appears comfortable in his role as orator and
general. He appears both graceful and grounded, poised and peaceful. His image is one of comfort,
successfully fulfilling his role as auctoritas.
While the Primaporta piece was compelling alone in its scale, aesthetics and careful
balance, the additional imagery adorning the cuirass, or breastplate (Figure 6.8), created an even
more effective work of Augustan political propaganda. The scenes on the cuirass give the portrait
tangible meaning as they allude to a specific event in history while also depicting various gods in
harmony with the Roman agenda. The center point ofthe cuirass scene, as mentioned previously,
depicts a surrender of Roman standards back to the Roman army. The standards were lost in 53
B.C. under the general Crassus to the Parthians and represented a humiliating defeat in the eyes of
the Roman citizens. Caesar's future campaigns against the Parthians were never realized due to his
assassination in 44 B.C., leaving the task up to Augustus to restore honor to the Roman people in
the matter of the stolen standards. Despite promises of violent campaigns against the Parthians,
Augustus was able to regain the standards through diplomacy in 20 B.C. Armenia then became a
client kingdom of Rome- brought back into the pax Romana and serving as a defensive post
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. th parthians. 121 While his diplomatic solution was successful, Augustus was tasked with
agamst e
.

making

the small victory seem like a larger one in an attempt to gain the people 's favor. The

. . as seen in the Primaporta portrait, would prove to be advantageous. In the years closest
sttuatJOn,
the memory of civil war, Augustus' prime objective in his political art was to stress the

10

. rtance of peace and prosperity. Allusions to prosperity can be seen through the image sculpted
tmpo
at the bottom center of the cuirass as it shows Tellus, or Mother Earth, holding two children and a
comucopia, or cone of plenty. The cornucopia is an image seen throughout history to signify
prosperity and abundance.

122

Diplomacy as depicted on the cuirass would have soothed the fears of

more violence and struggle after the civil war, which is a worthy message to adorn Augustus'
breastplate. Moreover, the seemingly effortless victory stressed the divine favor and providence of
Rome and created the concept of an Augustan Golden Age, where all of Rome's old problems
would fade into the past.
Now that matters in the East had been settled- with the Western Gaul and Spanish
conflicts coming under control as well- the gods show their support on Augustus ' cuirass. The
sky-god Caelus forms the top of the composition, pulling a protective veil or mantle over his head,
and thusly over the rest of the scene. To his right (the viewer's left) Apollo rides his chariot across
the sky in a hopeful gesture towards the future. Over the years, Augustus cultivated a relationship
with Apollo, taking him as a patron god and building a temple to th~ deity on his own private land.

It is no surprise to see him showing his favor in the matter of this diplomatic victory. To Caelus'
left is Aurora, the winged goddess of Dawn, dripping morning dew from her decanter and carrying
a female deity who wields a torch representing the Morning Star. For this reason, the deity is often
considered to be Venus. Galinsky explains the complexity ofthe allegory depicted:
Again we are dealing with the deliberate Augustan endeavor to establish as many references as
possible: Venus is the ancestress of Augustus; her star preceded Aeneas until he reached Italy; and
Vergil connected the comet 123 of the deified Caesar with the star of Venus, which heralded the
fruitfulness of the earth[ ... ] Vergil refers not only to the new named month of July, when the
fruits and harvests ripen, but to the specific agricultural prosperity that would hopefully occur
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omen to Rome's fu ture prosperity.
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f the Julian house. After Augustus had helped the Romans overcome the poor
t rO
under t he sa
124
he famines of22 B.C., such a hopeful evocation was more than fitting.
t
nd
harvests a
.
.

"fications indicate that messages of reassurance are still fresh m the Augustan

'lbeJC persont I

rogram. In addition to the sun-god Sol, Apollo and his chariot, the sky-god Caelus,
.
f
Dawn
Aurora
and
Venus
the
Morning
Star,
Diana,
the
huntress
goddess,
is
depicted
SO

propaganda P
thegoddes

ugustus' left hip riding a stag. Tellus shows the fruits of cultivating the earth beneath

just aboVe A
'th the cornucopia, which offers a balance to the hunting element Diana personifies.
berwt

Another important element in the cuirass' program was the sphinxes that adorn the
shoulder flaps. During his campaigns against Caesar's killers, Augustus used the sphinx symbol
for his personal seal. Additionally, the sphinx represented Egypt, which alluded to the wealth
extracted from that region. The mythical animal would have also referenced the prophesy told in
the Sibylline books, which predicted the future peaceful reign of Apollo.

125

It is clear that no image

in Augustan sculpture or portraiture is superfluous or chaotic in its portrayal. All images came full
circle to explain and narrate Augustus' hopes and aspirations for Rome.
Augustus further underlined his program of peace and prosperity by depicting two groups
of people, using a single figure to personify them. Situated on the side edge of the central scene are
two nations personified who had, in one way or another, experienced pax Romana. On Augustus'
left (Figure 3.9), an unarmed figure hunches over in the seated position. She holds a dragon
trumpet and an empty scabbard which were emblems of Celtic tribes. In this way, she personifies
the conquered nation of Gaul. The figure on Augustus' right (Figure 3. 10) is armed, though the
sword is sheathed and held by the blade, not the handle, in a submissive gesture. The figure
appears contemplative and is often thought to be the personification of an unconquered nation. 126
Both these figures are important to the viewer, as copies of this statue would have been distributed
throughout the entirety of the empire - not simply within the confines of Rome. Foreign viewers
would have been able to easily deduce the meaning behind the two figures - both encompassed
within the pax Romana, however the conditions of that inclusion are reliant on the means in which
nations submit to Rome. In a way, it can be seen as a diplomatic ultimatum as the inevitability of
Roman expansion is stressed.
124
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Augustus' Primaporta portrait skillfully combines elegant aesthetics with a heavy program
of allegory and allusion to successfully convey a message to viewers, who one could assume
numbered in the hundreds of thousands. During the time the Primaporta type was being conceived,
Augustus had not yet achieved the title ofpater patriae, but it becomes clear that this type of
portraiture and visual agenda heavily influenced the perception of the leader and the nation in
years to come. In essence, Augustus restored peace, order and idealism to a society who had lost
them, not only through administration reforms, but through the careful reinvention of political
art. 127 More than 1800 years later, Horatio Greenough attempted a similar visual program with his

George Washington. Created with only vague instructions from Congress and after Washington's

death, Greenough was tasked with embodying the Washington ideal in a portrait that would be
displayed in the great Capitol rotunda in place of his earthly remains. Greenough similarly relied
on allegory, myth and powerful aesthetics to represent one of the great catalysts of the American
nation-state.

Horatio Greenough's Geor;ge Washington
Just over eleven feet tall, Horatio Greenough's George Washington (Figure 3.2) is a
colossal style portrait of the United States' first President. Washington is shown seated with his
left arm extended offering his sword to the viewer, right arm raised and pointing towards the
heavens. He is shown bare-chested with toga-like garb draped around his waist and legs,
presenting a raw image of simplicity and authority. His sandaled feet are staggered slightly, his left
foot extending further than the right which provides contrast to the rectangular, solid shape of the
balanced torso. The side panels of Washington's seat are decorated with mythological and
allegorical images while the back of the seat (Figure 3.11) is adorned with this inscription:

Simulacrum istud
ad magnum Libertatis exemplum
nee sine ipsa duraturum
Horatius Greenough
facie bat
127
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ly translated the inscription reads: "Horatio Greenough made this statue as a grand
Wbenrough
128
[Liberty nor without it would it endure." Since the portrait was originally intended to
0
examPIe
·n the middle of the Capitol rotunda, it would have been viewed from all sides; thus the
bePIaced l
. ti'on and decorations adoring the rear of the sculpture would have been easily viewed.
jnscr1p
Above the inscription panel, an elaborate backing to the seat Washington sits upon is carved into
an intricate decoration, the focal point of which is the trident

129

tangled in what look like blooming

flora. Unlike the Primaporta statue, Washington's facial features are not classicized like his torso.
They show his age as if combining the late Roman Republican period with the early imperial
period- what is created is a kind of surface classicism, a term coined by the archeologist John S.
Crawford.

130

The call for a federal portrait of Washington began before his death in 1783 when the
Continental Congress passed a resolution that mandated a bronze equestrian statue of then General
Washington, portrayed in Roman uniform, to be executed by the finest artist in Europe and
displayed in the future Federal city. 131 The portrait from then on existed only on paper in the form
of numerous resolutions until the commission was given to Greenough in 1832. 132 Chairman of the
Committee on Public Buildings, Leonard Jarvis, lobbied most passionately for the realization of
the Washington portrait, and once approved by Congress, he immediately backed Horatio
Greenough for the task. Greenough was a native born American from Boston, which allowed
Jarvis to rally behind a nationalist rationale for awarding him the commission. 133 Though native
born, Greenough left America in 1825 to briefly study in Rome and ultimately settled in Florence
where he absorbed the aesthetic principles of neoclassicism. 134
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respectively. This symbol can allude to naval victory and superiority as well as control over nature, specifically, the
ocean.
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Being in Italy for more than five years before he was assigned the commission, Greenough
a full understanding of the political climate at the time. Moreover, the federal
did not have
ent had less experience and therefore poor procedure for commissioning public art. This
govenun
resulted in lack of communication between Congress and the artist - no contract was ever signed
and the Senate did not become involved in the process until appropriations were to be
considered. 135 Jarvis, along with many others in the Federal government, was hoping that
Greenough's statue could unite the nation; infighting was threatening a departure of procedure and
cohesive nationhood early in the United State' s infancy. In addition to a tariff-driven nullification
crisis between the states and the federal government, the debate about the final resting place of
Washington's remains was being hotly contested. Those in the federal government wished to see
the remains brought to the Capitol and kept in the crypt created specifically for Washington. Those
in Virginia thought Washington's remains should remain on his estate as stipulated in his will.
Many Virginians felt strongly about keeping the former president within the borders of their state;
they thought his background as a planter and slave owner lent strength to their arguments to retain
southern antebellum culture. Vivien Fryd explains in her work Art and Empire, "In recommending
that Congress place a sculpted portrait of Washington in the Capitol Rotunda, the Committee on
Public Buildings- chaired by Jarvis, a northerner from Maine - probably intended the statue to
replace Washington's remains and to unite the man and the nation into one symbol of centralized
power and authority, thereby supp01iing the nationalist agenda in the hopes of avoiding, as Wiley
Thompson of Georgia stated, 'the possibility of a severance ofthis Union. "' 136
Despite high hopes for the carved portrait, no official clear concept was given to
Greenough to work from. The secretary of state at the time, Edward Livingston, wrote Greenough
to inform him of the commission and instead of outlining the current turmoil within the United
States, he simply sent a copy of the latest resolution to commemorate Washington. Livingston's
only suggestions were Greenough create a square pedestal that could be decorated with the basreliefs, "representing, first, the surrender of Yorktown; second the resignation; third, his
inauguration as President . .. ; fourth, an inscription." 137 While Congress remained relatively cut off
135
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ftOJil GreenoUg

h throughout the processes of conception and realization of the portrait, Greenough

. d 'fluence from Edward Everett, the representative from Massachusetts. He called

receave

10

areenough

's attention to the Zeus by Phidias, a fifth-century B.C. Greek statue displayed in the

eus at Olympia until its destruction in the sixth century A.D. Former chair of Greek
I 0 fz
temPe
t Harvard University, Everett instructed Greenough to "elevate [his] imagination by
literature a
reading the great works of the great masters and particularly the greatest master [of] Jupiter
"d " ,138
Olympus of Ph1 tas.

Without guidance and without specific knowledge of the debates consuming his native
land, Greenough chose a different message for his portrait - one that personified expansion and the
inevitability and perseverance of America. It would have been natural for Greenough to pull his
inspiration from the classics; however. there were other examples of neoclassical works in
America which may have influenced Greenough in one way or another. Take Charles Wilson
Peale's Worthy ofLiberty (Figure 3.14) mezzotint of 1786 for instance, which shares
commonalities with Augustus' Primapmia in that the gesture of adlocutio is prominent. Depicted
in the Peale piece is the citizen-orator of William Pitt. 139 Another likely influence is Antonio
Canova's George Washington (Figure 3.15), dedicated in 1821. The sculpture was commissioned
by the state of North Carolina at a high expense and placed in the North Carolinian Capitol
building. Canova's Washington is particularly interesting, as it portrays him in full Roman armor
and boots as a general with his sword at his feet, indicating the resignation of his commission.
While the original sculpture was lost in the Capitol fire of 1830, the portrait depicted Washington
as "Father of His Country" 140 - much like the Father of Our Country motif Augustus adopted in 2

B.C. While Canova's work received mixed reactions from American viewers, the portrait had been
a relative success in imagery and allusion- delivering an image of Washington the south in
particular embraced.
Washington resigning his commission was an important event, as evidenced by the
occasion serving as the subject of so many atiistic endeavors during this early period. It was
understood that no active military man could fill the office of President of the United States138
139
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teeing that all military forces were answerable to a civilian in an attempt to avoid

thuslY guaran
JllilitarY rule_ a common theme in Europe at the time. This may be in direct conflict with the

oncept of imperial leadership; however, the emphasis on diplomacy, peace and prosperity

Roman C
are the same. Additionally, the significance of his resignation calls to mind the image of the

selfless Roman patriot- the Cincinnatus who would take arms in times of war and return back to
his plow once danger had passed.

14 1

The surrender of his commission was a necessary s·tep for

Washington's ascension to the presidency, at time where there was hope for prosperity and peace
after gaining independence from England. Greenough's Washington offers his sword to the viewer
to signify his resignation, a powerful image to those still living in an era of military rulers.
Washington's right arm points towards the heavens, indicating a connection with the divine; a
viewer may interpret the gesture, combined with the determined and steadfast expression, that
Washington and America enjoy divine approval. This traditional and culturally specific motion of
Washington gesturing upward to God while reaching outward to the people conveys a nineteenth
century assessment of a man's public virtue. Greenough described this as a "double gesture ... to
convey the idea of an entire abnegation of Self and to make my hero as it were a conductor
between God and Man." 142
Like Augustus' Primaporta, Greenough' s Washington conveys strong messages through
both pose and personifications that are incorporated into the sculpture. Recall the expansionist
allusions earlier - the reliefs on the base of the portrait, as well as the two Lilliputian figures
flanking Washington, speak most strongly to this concept. The left base panel relief (Figure 3.16)
shows the infant children Hercules and Iphiclus struggling with two great snakes sent by a jealous
Hera. Greenough explained that these figures "represented the Genii of North and South America
under the forms of the infants Hercules and Iphiclus- the later shrinking in dread while the former
struggles successfully with the obstacle and dangers of an incipient political existence." 143
Greenough no doubt used the Hellenistic freestanding statue Hercules Strangling the Serpent
(A.D. 193-200, Figure 3.17) as inspiration for this panel. The relief image is supposed to represent
George Washington's role in the Revolutionary War as well as South America's recent struggles
141
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. n The right base panel depicts another mythological individual -Apollo (Figure 3 .18),

(or Jiberauo .
.

wfloDUrfO

rs Washington's gesture. His journey across the sky in his chariot represents the

. bt nrnent that resulted from the North American nations' birth." 144 Both of these panels
"enhg e
would have held meaning to the viewer during Greenough's time, casting America in a superior

light. As the images begin to intertwine during the experience of viewing the portrait, the concept
of enlightenment, tenacity and fortitude begins to come together in a narrative to the well informed
onlooker.
Finally, the two Lilliputian figures flanking Washington represent one of the more striking
similarities between Greenough's Washington and Augustus' Primaporta. Recall the two
personified nations on Augustus' cuirass- I compare them here to the sculpture of the Indian
(Figure 3.19) and Columbus (Figure 3.20). The Indian would best correlate with the conquered
nation on Augustus' cuirass. Greenough explains that the figure represents "what state our country
was in when civilization first raised her standard there." 145 The figure is shown with his legs
crossed and his fist brushing his face in what appears to be contemplation. Fryd suggests, in
conjunction with the Indian Removal act of 1830, that the Indian meant to be perceived as
contemplating the "inevitable demise of his race, the result of the progress of civilization as
presented by both Columbus and Washington." This image of the meditating Indian would become
the standard iconography for the Vanishing American in the nineteenth century. 146 Fryd explains
how Greenough created a kind of national mythology be placing the "majestic" Apollo and
"somber" Indian on the same side as Washington: "The diminutive Indian behind Washington
alludes to the former soldier's participation in the French and Indian War at the age of twentythree, a fact commemorated in nineteenth century American literature and art as portending his
later role in founding the Republic." 147 In this way, the portrait commemorates a specific historical
event as Augustus' Primaporta did - creating a story or myth that could be circulated among the
citizens and embraced by the nation.
The figure of Christopher Columbus compares to the unconquered nations depicted on
Augustus ' breastplate. Greenough's Columbus is contemplative as he gazes at the globe in his
144
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symbolizing discovery and the beginning of America. His dress is that of a Greek or Roman

h r along with his long hair and beard. When considering this figure within the context of
pbilosop e •
imagery on the Primaporta, it is possible to interpret as Columbus as a symbol of the
tbeAugustan
past-while a great scientist and explorer, Columbus still represents Europe. With Washington
. rally dwarfing the Lilliputian figures, one can intuit that Greenough meant to display American
late
superiority and the many ways they bad surpassed their European forefathers.
In the end, Horatio Greenough's George Washington united North and South. That is to
say, it united them in their general distaste for the work. While Canova's portrait was accepted on
fairly good terms, over twenty years bad passed since that time, and the tastes of America were
changing. Perhaps the viewers of Greenough's Washington were too shocked by the partial nudity
oftheir aggrandized concepts of the former President to understand the complex story the portrait
conveyed. Fryd quotes Roger B. Stein- the man who conceptualized the definition of emblematic
portraiture- who clarified, "To know the value of its subject though [the images that] surround it
and stand for attributes, ideas and values of the sitter. The emblematic portrait requires the
viewer's knowledge of a system of meanings and his or her active engagement to create
intellectual coherence and meaning out of the images so arranged- rather that is, than merely
perceiving persons in their living space at a particular moment in historical time." 148 We will delve
into this concept more during the discussion of the Apotheosis of Washington, however, it is
important to note that there is a experiential and perceptive element to this piece. Had the shock
value not been so high, the piece might have been interpreted in more depth during its time- but
the colossal like statue was moved just two years after it was unveiled in the Capitol rotunda to the
east Capitol grounds facing the rotunda door, 149 where Greenough insisted there was better lighting
for his work.
The visual programs of both Augustus as Imperator and Horatio Greenough's George

Washington are similar in their creation and combination of myths as well as their embodiment of
national interests and values . Both represented a tenuous relationship between power and stately
diplomacy. Both were working in a political climate that was still uncertain and required uniting
tmages and forces to help overcome any dividing factors brought about by civil unrest and
148
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. concerning expansion. Their propaganda styles are effective to a patient viewer familiar
quesuons
with political issues past and present. Both works allude heavily to divine favor and work within
the realms of unmitigated enthusiasm for the inevitable success of their nations. To further
highlight these common propagandistic themes, the Gemma Augustea as well as the Apotheosis of

Washington will be briefly compared and discussed.

T he Gemma Augustea
The Gemma Augustea (Figure 3.3) takes the form of a cameo, a relief carved from rare
stones with different layers of colors. This cameo is made from sardonyx and is often considered
one of the finest works made from this material.
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Because of its unique qualities and relative

smallness in size, cameo artwork was extremely expensive and sought after by wealthy Roman
families. The Gemma Augustea measures approximately 7

~

by 9 inches and would have been

given as a state gifts to an individual of influence or status, either Roman and foreign.

15 1

Though

the Gemma Augustea depicts Augustus in an imperial fashion, it is believed that the cameo dates
sometime after his death and during the early Tiberian period (circa A.D. 14). Keeping in mind all
that we have leamed about Augustus and his visual program, the cameo took an obvious departure
from Augustus' taste for modesty but maintained the elements of allegory and deserving rule. In
this way, the artwork uses Augustus and all the associations that derive from his name and
accomplishments and built upon them for the future of Rome and her leaders.
The Gemma Augustea has two registers, the top depicting Augustus joined by family as
well as a whole host of deities and personifications. Below the main register, four Roman soldiers
can be seen raising a trophy (a tree trunk adorned with the enemy's captured arms and armor) on
the left while captives are shown manhandled and kneeling to Roman allies on the right. The
symbol of the scorpion can be seen on the shield raised with the trophy, indicating Tiberius'
astrological birth symbol, indicating that the scene shown must commemorate one of his military
victories.
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For our purposes, we will focus mainly on the top register in relation to our
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.
t the Apotheosis of Washington and to a degree, Horatio Greenough's George
coropanson o

washington.
The three protagonists shown in the upper register are easily distinguishable from the
'fications that surround them due to the careful program of visual image created by

person! I

allowing art historians to correctly identify the three men in the scene as Augustus,
Augustus,
153
Tiberius and Germanicus. Augustus sits near the center of the gem on a bisellium (seat of honor
that can accommodate two individuals). Like we saw with Greenough's Washington, Augustus is
naked from the waist up, his lower body wrapped in a mantle. An eagle is shown at his side, often
interpreted as an attribute of Jupiter, one of the most powerful gods in the Roman pantheon.
Augustus also holds a staff in his right hand called a lituus, an object that can symbolize certain
spiritual elements. In his left hand, he holds the scepter of Jupiter - which might have been similar
to the one originally carried as a part of the Primaporta statue. Tiberi us, dressed in a toga, is to his
adoptive father's left.
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He wears a wreath on his head and steps off a chariot driven by Victory

herself and turns toward the emperor. The youth wearing a breastplate, also facing Augustus, is
interpreted to be Germanicus, the adopted son ofTiberius.
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These three figures suggest the cameo depicts a historical event - a theme used in both the
Primaporta statue and in part by Greenough's Washington. Additionally, the dynastic image of
three generations of Augustan lineage was an important message of the secure transfer of power
and the unlikelihood of a civil war when the emperor died. The accompaniment of divinities and
personifications is a visual program we've seen in works already discussed in this chapter and the
tradition continues with the Gemma Augustea. In this register, the goddess Roma's foot rests on
the same shield as Augustus as they sit together on the bisellium, while Oikoumene, the
representation ofthe civilized world, crowns Augustus with an oak leaf wreath or corona civica.
Standing beside Oikoumene is Neptune, who symbolizes the ocean. Sitting below him is Italiae
Tellus, the representation of earth and Hally. She holds a cornucopia and is accompanied by two
children. 156 The personifications of land and sea, civilization and Rome lend themselves to a
153 Kl .
emer,
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' enus was adopted by Augustus in A.D. 4 after Augustus bore no son and his first choices for a successor died.
~~berius was coerced into adopting Gerrnanicus, the emperor's nephew, at the time of his adoption by Augustus.
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,awerful program

of dominance and superiority. Diana Kleiner summarizes the naiTative

. d. the upper register by saying, "the Gemma Augustea thus celebrates Augustus's
contaiJle m
. . over the civilized world, which included Rome, Italy, and the provinces. The Augustan

domuuon

peace. which ensured tranquility and abundance, was built on its military victories as well as on
charisma of Jupiter's representation on earth, a man whose legacy included his
the persOnal
157
Tiberius and other members of his dynasty, like Germanicus."
succeSsor
No eyes wander as each figure, personification and god direct their gaze toward Augustus.
Even the eagle seated at his feet cranes its neck to give its full attention to the emperor. Augustus,
the central figure, despite being surrounded appears elevated and isolated from the busyness
around him; his relaxed yet authoritative pose transcends the present and alludes to qualities
obtained by the emperor that surpass mortal accomplishment. The general scholarly consensus that
this cameo was created after Augustus' death indicates that he was shown here in his divine form

and Tiberi us was building on the tradition of claiming to be the son of a recently deified god by
commissioning the work.
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If Augustus is depicted here in his divine form, then it is clear that he

maintained his allegiances with the gods of Rome and made quick friends with his new equals.
Another message Tiberius may have wanted to convey was that divine support continued under his
rule and did not depart with Augustus' death- in essence, that Rome would prosper in the wake of
Augustus' legacy.
This pruiicular grouping of figures was seen often in the Augustan program of political
propaganda, just as some of the same themes were perpetuated throughout the United States
Capitol. Many of the visual programs exhibited repeatedly in the Capitol are also represented in
the Apotheosis ofWashington, such as that of war, science, marine, commerce, mechanics and
agriculture. These images are meant to bolster trust and belief in the nation's accomplishments and
future prospects, as we will discuss further in the next section.
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The Apotheosis of Washington
The United States Capitol dome's Apotheosis of Washington (Figure 3.4) was designed and
in true fresco by Constantino Brumidi in the mid 1800s. Brumidi was officially asked
executed
t)u'ee years after the elevation of the dome was completed by Thomas U. Walter in December of

1859

(Figure 3.21) to ornament the new space with the depiction of Washington's apotheosis. The

artist conceptualized three designs, the third of which is now viewed by hundreds of visitors to the
Capitol daily. He completed the impressive 4,664 square feet of fresco paintings with dizzying
speed_ a little over six months.
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This design implemented a full del sotto in su, or the style of

showing forms as seen from below with the space behind them representing the heavens that
appear to be far behind. 160 In this design, Washington face east, towards the entrance of the main
door which alludes to the tradition of deity placement in ancient temples. The six other groups ring
the dome's edge, each centered on an ancient god or goddess.

16 1

Brumidi began his work with the central section, which shows Washington next to the
goddess of liberty and a winged idealization of victory and fame. The thirteen women who
accompany Washington represent the thirteen colonies, arranged geographically as opposed to the
order in which they adopted the federal constitution. 162 Washington holds with his left hand a
downward pointing sword by the hilt and sits in a position that mirrors Greenough's Washington
as well as Augustus' pose in the Gemma Augustea. With his right hand, he points towards the
personification of liberty, in a gesture that could also be interpreted as adlocutio.
The scenes that surround Washington were mentioned previously - war, science, marine,
commerce, mechanics and agriculture. The mythical allusion created by these scenes performs
much of the same tasks as Augustus' careful allusions - they create a sense of divine approval and
the right to rule. In America's case, this right would border more heavily on the right to be, or the
right to govern themselves. The "Science" scene features Minerva, the Roman goddess of wisdom,
accompanied by great minds such as Benjamin Franklin, Samuel F.B. Morse and Robert Fulton. 163

By including these intellectual leaders in the Apotheosis of Washington, Brumidi displays the
159
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assets he

ld by America and encourages the legacy of scientific curiosity and discovery to continue.

'fhis concept compares to the inclusion of Germanicus on the Gemma Augustea, i.e. reassurance
that certain traditions would continue. The "War" scene, featured just below Washington, recalls
the lower register of the Gemma Augustea as the personification of Freedom swoops down with
the aid of a giant eagle to defeat the enemies of liberty. The latter are embodied in the form of a

gray-bearded man representing Tyranny, the ermine robed figure representing kingly power and a
torch-bearing man representing Revenge.

164

The "Agriculture" scene features Ceres, a figure

comparable to Tellus, who offers a cornucopia, or horn of plenty to Young America. The
"Mechanics" and "Commerce" scenes can be easily related to Oikoumene from the Gemma
Augustea as they represent the cornerstones of modern civilization. The "Mechanics" scene
includes Vulcan with a hammer and anvil, resting his foot on a cannon and standing before a
steamboat in the background. "Commerce" features Mercury, Greek messenger to the gods who
protects travelers and merchants. The final scene, "Marine" is dominated by Neptune, the god of
the sea who brandishes a trident. In this scene, Venus aids him as they lay a transatlantic telegraph
cable, indicating the domination of the vast expanse of ocean by America.
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Recall that Neptune

shared the scene with Augustus in his cameo, representing the same subservience to a nation that
had tamed the seas and overcome their perils.
The Daily National Intelligencer was the first to review Brumidi's fresco on January 1i\

1886. They commented: "The general effect is inspiring, while the details bear close inspection
and command admiration. It is almost a difficulty to realize that some of the sitting or reclining
figures are not things of life ... Harmony prevails throughout. Men may criticize the mingling of
mythological figures and symbols with the great triumphs of a1t and science of our day, with their
authors; but what picture of the magnitude and dignity of this one of Brumidi can be made
impressive, interesting or beautiful without mythological figures and devices? ... we do not
hesitate to say that both in design and execution it is worthy of the Capitol and the nation." 166 It is
important to remember that Greenough's statue was universally criticized just over forty years
earlier, although it and the Apotheosis of Washington share similar storytelling motifs. A possible
164
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. n for this may be that Greenough had limited space in which to work and favored a more
exptanatJO
bOld and foreign representation of Washington, while Brumidi had the use of entire domed ceiling

S Capitol and mitigated Washington's foreign role of apotheosized leader by showing
ofthe U· ·
him in more traditional dress.
To further understand how nineteenth-century Americans might have understood the work
of Brumidi, Greenough or any number of other pieces of political art displayed in the federal city, I
tum to Phoebe Jacobs' article "John James Barralet and the Apotheosis of George Washington."

While Jacobs focuses primarily on the Barralet stipple engraving of the apotheosis of Washington
(Figure 3.29), she explains the viewership of the period in depth. In addition to gaining insight into
the viewer, Barralet's apotheosis, created in January of 1802 to commemorate George Washington,
may have provided some inspiration for Brumidi and influenced some of his choices of allegory
and subjects. Jacobs describes the engraving as such: "Barralet's engraving shows the president,
dressed in grave clothes, being raised from his tomb by Immmtality and the winged Father Time
who will assist him in his ascent. Faith, Hope and Charity are clustered together at the far left.
Liberty, her cap atop a pole, and an American Indian share the lower register with two rattlesnakes
and an eagle."

167

Jacobs claims that in the federal era, antiquity was familiar and while this

imagery may seem baffling or even irrelevant to a contemporary viewer, she insists that "a
nineteenth century American populace educated in the traditions of European humanism knew
how to interpret allegorical imagery." 168

An impmtant tool, Jacobs ' points out, in understanding classical artistic allegory and
iconography at the time was supplied through Caesar Ripa's Iconologia, first published at the end
of the sixth century with the belief that paintings, like poems, should convey complicated
meanings. This methodology called upon a diverse set of media, from ancient sculpture and metals
to ancient Greek and Roman literature as well as church writings. 169Artists could then draw on a
common understanding of iconography using Ripa's guide and although they modified the source
to fit their own styles it was not enough to make the symbolism and allegory unrecognizable. For
mstance, Ripa explained that "Peace should be shown burning weapons because that is how she
167
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Roman coins during the Pax Romana," and when she carries a cornucopia that it
appeared on
, 170
"speaks for the advantages of peace.
Arffied with this knowledge, an informed viewer could no doubt decipher Barralet's
. as well as Brumidi' s dome painting. The concept of apotheosis was even more widely
engravmg
during this time as Jacob' explains: "Originally, in antique art and apotheosis depicted a
embraeed
mythical hero like Hercules or a preeminent man being conveyed into the company of the gods.
With the extensive revival of pagan iconography in the Renaissance, apotheosis was again favored,
this time to honor preeminent Christians."
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These images would have been familiar to even an

American viewer who had heritage or knowledge of European traditions. Brumidi's Apotheosis of
Washington was able to elicit such a strong and positive response in part due to this familiarity

with the iconography at the time, but also due to the passions felt in regard to Washington. A
national hero and icon, there was little doubt among the minds of early Americans that he did not
deserve a place in the heavens. Brumidi's apotheosis was a solid, digestible work of art that could

be joyously in1bibed while Greenough's Washington was more abstract and challenged the viewer
in many ways.
We are compelled to take the words of Roger B. Stein to heart when observing pieces like
the Gemma Au gustea and the Apotheosis of Washington and focus our attention on more than just
a central and historical figure. We must observe a work of art, no matter what medium, by the sum
of its parts and the context in which it is created - as we have done in this chapter with each case
study. The figures surrounding Augustus and Washington are perhaps just as telling, if not more
so, than the leaders themselves. Their poses, expressions and size are all cleverly crafted into
persuasive works of political mt that help shape the perceptions of both the figures and the nations
they represent. Nationalism in the form of aggrandized ideology is personified in Augustus and
Washington with purposeful grace and skill- the examples given here representing a small drop in
the deep well of art that supports this notion.
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Chapter Four

Symbols of Power, Superiority and Ingenuity
Obelisks in Rome & the Washington National Monument

Monumental political art is one of the most important mediums for state propaganda. The
most obvious reasons are that monumental structures are extremely visible and showcase a state's
ingenuity, wealth and ambition. In the case of ancient Rome, obelisks taken from Egypt and
brought to Rome during the Augustan age signified Roman military victory and dominance over
what had been one of the greatest empires the ancient world had ever known. In the case of the
Washington Monument, dedicated in 1885, the obelisk shape was chosen in part due to
Washington's exemplary military service. The unique qualities of the latter monument, in
particular the scale, lent themselves to a powerful debate between the virtues of a modest
republican monument and an aggrandized imperialistic style memorial that will be the heart of our
discussion of the monumental work.

Augustan Obelisks
The obelisk shape is instantly recognizable with its square base and tapered column
culminating in a pyramid-like cap. During the time of Augustus, no Roman structure or public art
could be considered similar to the artistic composition of the obelisk, making Augustus ' propensity
towards erecting them in the city significant. The giant stone needles would have stood out in
Rome' s landscape, being both exotic and marvels of modern engineering in their construction and
transportation. In all, Augustus uprooted and brought four Egyptian obelisks to Rome - more than
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172
·ngleprincep or pope since. The first was brought to Rome when Augustus was still
anY other si

.

th name Octavian in 30 B.C. to commemorate his victory over Antony and Cleopatra,
e
which subsequently brought the nation of Egypt firmly under the rule of the Roman Empire.
USID8

Twenty years later in 10 B.C., two more obelisks were shipped to Rome and given
prominent locations, one placed in the Circus Maximus - a stadium used for chariot races - and
the other placed in the Campus Martius, also known as the Field of Mars (Figure 4.1 ). Both were
dedicated to the sun-god, Sol, to once again honor the conquest of Egypt. The Campus Martius

will be discussed at length in chapter five, but the obelisk placed there would become the most
famous of the Augustan obelisks. It was capped with an orb and metal point (Figure 4.2) and used
as a giant sundial in Augustus' Horologium-Solarium, which was meticulously placed in order to
function as a clock and calendar; displaying the exact time of day, down to the hour. 173 In addition
to this ingenious innovation, the obelisk was placed in such a manner that the shadow would fall
exactly upon the Ara Pacis Augustae on September 23rd- Augustus ' birthday. 174
Two additional obelisks were brought to Rome and set up in tandem just north of the
Campus Martius at the entrance of Augustus ' mausoleum. This arrangement mimics that of two
obelisks Augustus had moved in Egypt decades before to adorn the Caesareum in Alexandria,
Egypt. The dual obelisks placed together allude to the Egyptian tradition of marking sacred
temples with a pair of obelisks, indicating Augustus may have hoped to associate himself with a
powerful and ancient tradition, while usurping its importance and meaning in Egypt in one fell
swoop. Augustus was not the first, however, to utilize this method to show dominance over a
nation. In the fourth century B.C. the Greek Ptolemies gained control over Egypt and relocated
obelisks to Alexandria to "establish their legitimacy by laying claim to Egypt's past." 175
Before we can even consider the significance of dedicating obelisks and their retooling into
Roman artwork and victory markers, we must first imagine the task of creating, and then moving
an obelisk. Paul Rehak presented a paper on Roman Augustan obelisks at the College Art
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al meeting in New York and stressed, "From start to finish, the quarrying,

U

erection of obelisks involved a tremendous investment of time and human labor that
tiiiiiiJ'Ort,and
aled only be autocratic rulers with sophisticated administrations [ ... ] Since the scale
couJdbemarSh
111(1 elaboration of such projects often exceeds any practical purposes, they tend to appear in
. . at the advent of new dynasties or when rulers attempt to 'shift or reinforce the ideological
IOCiebes
baSiS of their power. "' In this way, Augustus took wealth from one autocratic nation and
transferring it to his own in the form of what can be considered a nonessential luxury. Rehak goes
onto describes the process of creating this precious form of artwork, explaining that red granite

was quarried from Aswan in southern Egypt by 200 ton roughly cut shafts that had to be floated
down the Nile to their intended destinations. Inscriptions were then carved into the surface, which

was then polished in preparation for the shaft to be erected. 176
The importation of obelisks to Rome by Augustus marked the first ever in the
transportation of monumental structures from a foreign land. Rehak reflects on the spectacle
created by their procession through the city, "Recent scholarship has ... emphasized the
importance of spectacle as a social and political force in ancient mt and life. The size and weight of
the obelisks made moving them a slow and dangerous project, and the task of erecting them means
of displaying technological prowess. [ ... ]We can only imagine the crowds that watched as
Augustus' obelisks were brought up the Tiber on barges, unloaded, dragged through the cramped
and narrow streets of the city, and raised into position." 177 Here we see the clever combination of
methods - as we have seen in so many other Augustan endeavors - that culminates in the
legitimacy of Augustus' rule and the superiority he offers the state in way of military and
ingenuity.
Once in place, the obelisks served multiple functions, as we saw in the case of the
Augustan sundial. Rehak points out that before the sundial, it was easy and common for officials to
prolong their tenure of office by manipulating the calendars, a practice made impossible with
Augustus' flawless and urtmovable calendar. In addition to their functional purposes, the obelisks
embodied a number of propagandistic elements. For instance, many Egyptian obelisks were
erected to promote the myth that they had descended from their sun-god, Amun-Ra. Augustus
176
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dthis notion, placing himself above pharaohs of the past as he had already cultivated his

~
'nk with Apollo, his patron god and handily enough, the Roman sun-god. Transporting
own l1
. ks to Rome also functioned as an exercise in reassurance - a theme often seen in the years
obeIIS
·ng the civil war with Antony. During the civil war, fears arose that Alexandria or some
(olIoWl
other city might supplant Rome - the city many Romans considered to be the center of the
civilized world. Augustus used the captured Egyptian obelisks in an attempt to quell these fears

and demonstrate his loyalty to Rome. Rehak references ancient sources in this matter which
suggest that obelisks functioned, in theory, as a point of contact between the mortal and the divine
worlds. "Rome is thus more than a capital city," Rehak concluded, "it functioned as a
cosmological center. "
Bringing obelisks to Rome was an ingenious way to establish Roman superiority, enrich

the city and build positive morale with the people. In doing this, Augustus was also able to balance
the display of his victory over a fellow Roman, Antony, as to not encourage fears of fwiher
fighting or division within the Roman nation. Augustus used the wealth of other nations in a way
that would promote the superiority of his own while not having to go through the complete
expense of creating monumental structures so early in his political career. In the end, the practice
ofbrining obelisks to Rome made his right to rule legitimate and built confidence within the

Roman people regarding his abilities and skill as an administrator and leader.
The Washington Monument and Augustus' obelisks share many qualities regarding
military victory and accomplishments in engineering. The designers of the Washington Monument
were also tasked with having to strike a balance between republican modesty and imperial might
that America exhibited during the time of its conception and execution. While many elaborate
designs were considered for the monument, the blank, towering walls of the current obelisk speak
volumes without needing additional adornment.

The Washington Monument
The world's tallest obelisk, the Washington National Monument (Figure 4.3) was dedicated

in February of 1885, stands at just over 555 feet tall, and is made of marble, granite and sandstone.
It is positioned alone atop a grassy plain situated comfortably close to the White House and
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'lding a location handpicked by the original city planner Pierre L'Enfant.

capitol Bu•
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The

1

lllonurnent
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was mandated and begun in the 18 h century, during the time Washington was still

would take the better part of a century to complete. The choice to create an obelisk to

rate George Washington was fmalized after an evolution of ideas and politics coalesced
cornmemO
final Product but the concept of monumental obelisks in America was not conceived solely

into a I
'
in Washington D.C. There are a handful of commemorative obelisk monuments in the United
States, mostly concentrated in the East Coast area, particularly in New York but also Illinois,
which has an obelisk incorporated into the Lincoln mausoleum there (Figure 4.4).
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Kirk Savage is the author of the principle article used to examine the Washington
Monument here. Entitled "The Self-made Monument: George Washington and the Fight to Erect a
National Monument," Savage details the arduous struggle during all stages of the erection of the
Washington Monument. More than the brick-and-mortar construction of the monument, I am
interested in the ideological struggle that preceded the first stone laid in the empty grassy field.
Savage maintains that the construction of the monument to Washington was symbolic in reflecting
the construction of America with its ideological debates as well as financial woes and bizarre
fiascos.

180

In the matter of the portrait of Washington discussed in chapter three, it was simple

enough to finally commit to funding the project and allow the artist to work his magic. The
Washington Monument, however, took several decades to complete amid countless and changing
debates over such things as national unity and republicanism versus imperialism.
Having recently removed the shackles of colonialism, anti-monarchist sentiments ran
rampant in early America, a mentality that would plague the construction of the monolith of a
monument to Washington. The man himself represented a curious contradiction - "a leader of a
nation that had in theory renounced the notion of a leader." 181 Moreover, Washington seemed to
exude qualities that lead into a "self-defeating rhetoric. By making Washington's virtues so
extraordinary that he surpassed all ancient and modern prototypes, rhetoric threatened to make him
178
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. d ,1s2 Ifthis was the case nearest to Washington' s death, it comes as no surprise that

iJdO a dem1go ·
tbe first prop

osal for the Washington Monument ignored entirely the republican paradox created

r.
er President. The proposal was approved by the 1783 Continental Congress - and as
by the ,onn
. din chapter three - called for "the general to be represented in Roman dress," which
rnenuone
183
would have resembled the Roman emperor Marcus Aurelius ' bronze equestrian statue in Rome

(Figure 4.5). This imagery, however, was too powerful for the delicate early days of the republic.
Just as in ancient Rome, displays of power and wealth had to be tempered according to the
political climate.
11

After Washington' s death on December 14t , 1799, polarity in American politics ceased
long enough for a consensus to be reached that a public tomb be built for the former President. A
struggle emerged between the desire to direct (pacify) or lead (instruct) the public with a
monument to Washington. Some favored the larger-than-life structures that would "impress a
sublime awe in all who behold it," while others went so far as to suggest the money spent on a
monument should have instead be spent on the education of the poor.
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Despite the Federalist

victory to construct the pyramid shaped tomb they so desired, it and the ideological battle over the
intrinsic qualities of the tomb would die in the chambers of Congress 185 as they could not reach a
consensus on the best design.
While Congress was busily conducting a lengthy and redundant ideological debate, the
states commemorated Washington with their own funds and erected impressive monuments in his
name, like the Washington Monument in Baltimore, which features a column resembling the
Column ofTrajan, as well as an equestrian statue of Washington (Figure 4.6). Over time, and
especially during the Jacksonian era, Washington's virtues were gradually being skewed and thus
the image of republicanism changed radically. Savage writes, "The nation and its people were not
content with the simple values and modest ambitions imposed by orthodox republicanism; it was a
restless society constantly striving for more land, more wealth, more power." 186 With this
ideological shift, the image of an obelisk begins to make more sense. Everything that an obelisk
182
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d for Augustus in his time is true for the American people- the concept of acquisition of
rePresente
.
h and power are embodied by the simple shape of the obelisk.
rand. wealt
The hunger for a national monument that would reflect the aims of the American people as
well as commemorate one of the greatest founders is exhibited through the creation of the
Washington National Monument Society, ironically a local movement that breathed life into the
national monument we know today.

187

The society was founded in 1833 by permanent citizens of

the federal city, all of whom were interested in promoting the city that was still very much
uncultivated in terms of urban development. In an indication that competition spurred their efforts
more than lofty republican ideals, the society stipulated that the monument cost no less than one
million dollars, all to be contributed by private donors. One of the original conceptions ofthe
monument was put forth by George Watterston, who suggested richly stacked ornamented temples
crowned by an obelisk.

188

Finally, in 1845, the society chose Robert Mills' design for the monument (Figure 4.8),
which replaced Watterston' s stacked temples with a round, Doric columned temple at the base of a
giant obelisk shaft. The monument would also include Washington being pulled by a chariot led by
six horses atop the entrance portico in an allusion to ancient triumphs. 189 Despite the fact that this
design disregarded even the most basic tenants of republican idealism, the cornerstone was laid on
111
,

July 4

1848. The shaft had reached 150 high when the proj ect was halted due to an unruly group

of anti-Catholic fanatics calling themselves the "Know-Nothings." They stormed the site in 1855
and insisted on fmishing the project themselves in order to restore republican ideals to the
monument. The attempt was a failure, due in large part by their inability to generate funds for the
continuation of construction, as well as the conflict between North and South escalating into the
Civil War. Even before the Know-Nothings and the violent break in the Union, however, criticism
was already emerging against Mills' monument design, citing that the Greek and Egyptian
influences betrayed American idealism. 190
Just as members of Congress had high hopes for Greenough ' s portrait of Washington to
help unite the fracturing republic in the 1830s, so too was the Washington Monument supposed to
187
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d south to return to their senses and preserve the Union. At the time of the Civil War,

..nynorth an

nly a stub existed of the current Washington Monument (Figure 4.7), and it was little
bowever, o
. y hopes to help the nation regroup in time to avoid secession of the south. It wasn't until

use man
after the war's end that Congress turned adequate attention to the monument, in part as a symbolic
191

e to rebuild and repair the nation's identity. Savage elaborates, "As the nation emerged
gestur
from Civil War into a disillusioning era of scandal and intrigue, the unfinished shaft only
heightened this sense of historical disparity. The stump seemed to represent a nation that had lost

its way. The symbolic impact of a huge, aborted monument to the founding father cannot be
underestimated; it helps explain the rather desperate rhetoric with which some congressmen
pressed for federal funds to complete the obelisk when their predecessors had opposed such
~
decades ear1.1er. ,192
schemes a 1ew

On July 51h, 1876, Congress passed a resolution to assume the national expense of
completing the Washington Monument. This action was made both unanimously and impulsively
as America reached her 1001h year as a legitimate nation-state. Savage. suggests the timing was due
in part by Congress' willingness to finally release the notion of holding onto the past and instead
embrace the future.

193

This ideological change resembles the shift Augustus undertook as he

transformed the old republic into an empire. He also used the symbol of the obelisk to signify this
change and hoped Rome would embrace the shift. The Washington Monument was finally erected
as we know it today under the watchful eye of the federal government. Lt. Col. Thomas Casey of
the Army Corps of Engineers was hired by the joint commission to supervise the construction of
the monument and was largely responsible for the simplicity of the towering obelisk walls. 194
While Congress appropriated the funds to finish the monument and created a joint commission to
oversee the construction, they did not make it clear who had the authority over the final design. 195
This made it possible for Lt. Casey to complete the obelisk shape with uniform, clean lines and
unbroken masonry without interference from rutistic additions or grander purposes for the outer
surface. Criticism of the plain exterior was leveled by the American Architect as they argued that if
191
192
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ent were something more like the Column ofTrajan, "crowded with evidence of human

che 111onum
skill and love [then] it would be a work of art, a true monument, a denkmal or think-token
thought,
't ,196
as the Germans ca11 1 .
The ingenuity involved in completing the Washington Monument can be compared to the

ingenuity of Augustus' transportation of multiple obelisks across the "Roman Lake," also known
as the Mediterranean, to the new Augustan Rome. The ingenuity and "modern skill" in the
Washington Monument created powerful symbols as these qualities foreshadowed the United
State's national destiny in a significant way.

197

Savage reveals a telling passage from Harper 's

Weekly as the publication speculated on the Washington Monument's experience:
Harper's returned to the old comparison between the obelisk and Trajan's Column, but this time
the column came out the loser because it Jacked an elevator. Whereas the visitor to Trajan's
Column could ascend only ' by a weary flight of steps,' in Washington's obelisk he would be
'seized upon by the genius of steam, and raised ... in a comfortable elevator almost to the copper
apex at its top.' Once at the top the visitor would 'look down upon a land of freedom,' horne to
'scenes of bitter struggle in the past, and now the quiet city, hit in groves and gardens, sleeping in
the shades of perpetual peace.' The freedom and tranquility of the land below belonged by right to
the visitor above, privileged as he was to survey the who le and to find his place within it. 198

The United States would play an important role in the world as innovators and the Washington
Monument was an excellent indicator of this.
Lt. Casey's simple obelisk needed no further adornment as the superstructure was
intimidating enough in its phallic imagery - what Greeks called an apotropaic function - which
constituted a warning to all comers. 199 The monumental scale of the memorial swept the eyes
upward to the heavens, more so than any obelisk in Rome and perhaps acting as a powerful
conductor to the divine. The Washington Monument was fitted with an elevator constructed in the
hollow interior of the great shaft, which allowed viewers to be filled "with the illusion of heroic
command.[ ... ] In the nation's capital, the visitor can take the place ofthe hero himself and from
the summit, can survey the whole apparatus of national power spread out below."200 Lt. Casey
successfully straddled the originating debate between republic and empire with his finished
196
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obelisk. Knowingly or not, he synthesized the two ideas by finishing the colossal
to its current heavenly height but maintaining the ridged and clean lines of the obelisk in
01

simple display of confident modesty? The Washington Monument, after all the struggle and

in how to portray Washington and in turn the new republic, beautifully embodies both the
11180

and the nation.

In a political climate that demands balance from its leaders as Rome did during the

Augustan age and America in the period of the young republic, it would be easy to over - or under
extend political art. The Washington Monument had the potential to overextend its meaning and
purpose, just as Augustus risked criticism for taking inspiration from a foreign tradition. In both
instances, the meaning of the obelisk was equally preserved and recreated to serve the nation's
interests and goals.
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Chapter Five

Emphasizing National Security and Stability Internally and Externally
The Altar of Augustan Peace & the Peace Monument

As we have seen in the previous four chapters, nation building and the creation of national
identity require a certain amount of historical foundation and display of power, dominance and
ingenuity. However, there is another impotiant factor that should be identified and examined
adequately, and that is the concept of peace and stability. Karl Galinsky wrote that the Altar of
Augustan Peace was "one of the most humane monuments ever built by a powerful ruler." 202 Both
ancient Rome (44 - 31 B.C.) and early America (1861 - 1865) experienced hardship in the form of
civil war during pivotal times in their political histories. Internal conflict would turn out to be the
ultimate enemy to both nations as they had previously enjoyed wide success in combating external
threats. As a result, reassurance that stability would be constant, prosperity would be abundant and
peace would be maintained was necessary to solidify the states. By the time the Altar of Augustan
Peace (9 B.C.) and the Peace Monument (1878) were erected respectively, a strong national
foundation had already been established. What became important was keeping the national identity
intact as well as discouraging any potential fragmentation of that identity.
The Altar of Augustan Peace or the Ara Pacis Augustae (Figures 5.1-5 .2) and the Peace
Monument, sometimes called the Navy Monument (Figure 5.3), use a similar iconographic
program to project peace and abundance, which support a stable nation. Concepts that the Romans
established - in particular during the Augustan age- of the fruits of peace, unity and progress
appear throughout history and without question in American sculpture. This universal visual
language transcends time and an average ancient or modern viewer would not struggle to drink in

202
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. g of the Tellus panel of the Ara Pacis or the personification of Peace holding an olive

abe 111eanm
.

spngon

the Peace Monument. This pattern of visual imagery is extremely important to the psyche

ded nation - a concept both states captured as demonstrated by these works.
ofawoun
In addition to creating reassuring images, these monuments represent national optimism for

the future. This relates back to the concept of destiny and divine providence we have already
discussed. Both works supported encouraging imagery that lent itself to forward thinking instead
offocusing on the negative events of the past. Imagery of global superiority appeared as a part of

that optimistic message, as well. In this way, American ideas of peace - a combination of
dominance and a cessation of hostility - are partially in line with that of the Romans.

The Altar of Augustan Peace
Two thousand and eighteen years ago in 9 B.C., the Ara Pacis' marble relief carved exterior
would have been polished to a shine and possibly even painted to add life to the figures depicted
on the walls203 and ready for public consumption. The altar stood in the Field of Mars - or the
Campus Martius- a place Augustus had made his own by draining the swamp, altering the
landscape and thereafter creating a new Augustan imperial space. The Ara Pacis was designed to

be viewed from all sides, reminiscent of the Greek Parthenon in Athens with its frieze reliefs, but
unlike the Parthenon, it had two doors - the main entrance on the west side, and the rear entrance
on the east side. This system of doors appears to be inspired by the Shrine of Janus Geminus in the
Roman forum, which also had two doors placed on the eastern and western sides of the structure.
Traditionally, when the two shrine doors were simultaneously closed, peace was said to reign
throughout the world. Augustus likely favored this system as he boasted that he had closed the
doors to the Shrine of Janus three times during his rule? 04
The walk around the Ara Pacis required the viewer to become involved in the scenes, to
absorb their meanings and experience them in full. Galinsky explains, " It is, in the best sense of
the Augustan program, a monument which solicits the viewers' participation. [ ... ]The intentional
multiplicity of meanings can be experienced on several levels, depending on the sophistication of
203
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.
To some the pictorial program would be understandable in relative simple terms:
vtewer.
'
205
. [ ... ] Appreciation of the Ara Pacis was not limited to an intellectual elite. "
·ng the entrance, the viewer would have been appropriately greeted by a scene with
Approachl
Mars206 to the left of the entrance, and a scene usually interpreted as showing Aeneas to the right
of the entrance. These upper-panel scenes are a uniform 5 foot, 3 inches high to provide
consistency throughout the structure. Traveling clockwise around the monument, the viewer would
have joined tbe precession depicted on the north side (Figure 5.4). This scene includes senators and
their families as they participated in the ritual by making the trek around the monument to the main
entrance, preparing to make their offering to Pax, or Peace. Turning the corner to walk along the
207

east side of the monument, the viewer is met with a scene with Roma

on the right side of the

back entrance and a scene with as figure usually identified as Tell us to the left. The Tell us (Figure

5.5) relief is most relevant to the comparison to the Peace Monument, as it is rich with visual
language and personifications vital to the Roman and American narratives. Continuing around the
monument, the viewer joins the Augustan imperial procession (Figure 5.6- 5.7). As they walked,
they would have recognized the Imperial family, Agrippa, the priests and finally, Augustus himself
near the front of the group. While not being singled out in any obvious way, the placement echoes
Augustus' insistence that he was simply the "first among equals."208 The Emperor guides the
procession, including the senators and families on the opposite exterior wall. In this way, Augustus
leads all of Rome into peace, ready to honor the gods and make the first sacrifice. As the viewer
came full circle, he or she found that Augustus was preceded only by Aeneas in the next scene,
who is closest to the main entrance - an appropriate gesture that showcased Augustus' legendary
modesty for a man in possession of such untold power. The beautiful floral friezes (Figures 5.85.10) that dominate the lower portion of the monument are not decorative alone- in true Augustan
style, subtle messages are worked into the motif. Galinsky explains, "Amid the leafage, there are
reminders that peace and growth are never unthreatened: a snake attacks a bird's nest [Figure 5.11]
and there are scorpions [Figure 5.12]. "209 He elaborates, "The abundant flora frieze, which is larger
2os G

.

a1msky 149-50
'
Now badly damaged.
207
208 Also badly damaged as we know it today, though reconstructed from fragments during the time ofMussolini.
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al ones sets the tone for much of the monument and enhances its many aspects. It
'
e
abundance
of fertility of nature without assuming the dimensions of 'paradisiac'
th

lb&Jl the fiJgUr
eXPresses

e "21 0 Also derived from the marble tangle of foliage can be a sense of renewal and

Oolden Ag ·

growth in the new era of Roman peace.

21 1

The structure is nearly square- 34 feet and 5 inches long, 38 feet wide and nearly 23 feet

tall (Figure 5.13). The altar itself is inside the grand enclosed walls, raised on a set of steps.Z 12 The
interior design (Figure 5 .14) of the Ara Pacis mimics a traditional wooden altar structure. Diana
Kleiner explains,
The altar proper of the Ara Pacis was reached by a flight of steps and survives only in part. The
upper section bears a frieze of animals being led to sacrifice - the annual sacrifice to Pax. [ ... ]
Framing the altar and overshadowing it in size and importance is the great marble precinct wall.
Seen from the inside, it is an imitation in marble of an actual temporary altar precinct with a wooden
fence and garlands hanging from wooden posts. The garlands are laced with fru its -- the fruits of all
the seasons of the year- a reference to the blessings of peace that allow the soiI to be cultivate.
Above the garlands are paterae, the sacrificial plates from which libations were poured. The garlands
themselves are hung from bulls' skills, bucrania, are reference to the sacrificial victims. 213

Augustus purposely called upon traditional images, not only in the relief scenes, but in the
structure itself. By imitating the shape of a traditional structure that had social, cultural and
national meaning, Augustus successfully entrenched himself in Roman tradition, which would,
upon first sight, instantly allay fears of rapid, unwanted change. In reality, Rome was changing in
significant ways - expanding as a world power, changing Roman ideals and building a central
power structure that would continue in large part solely upon the basis of familial lines.
The foundation of the Ara Pacis was laid on July 4t11, 13 B.C. Augustus explained the
origins of the monument in his personal historical account the Res Gestae Divi Augusti: "On my
return from Spain and Gaul, after successfully resorting law and order to these provinces, the
Senate decided under the consulship ofTiberius Nero and Publius Quintilius to consecrate the Ara
Pacis Augustae on the Campus Marti us in honor of my return, at which officials, priests and Vestal
Virgins should offer an annual sacrifice."214 The monument was ultimately built on the Via
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•• 215
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the road Augustus returned to Rome on from the north, and was dedicated seven years
16

·s forum - January 301h, 9 B .C. - the day of his wife's birthday? Peace and family life
before hl
are skillfully linked in this monument, and the dedication ceremony on Livia's birthday would
underlined that fact. The language of family is clearly demonstrated, for instance, in the
have Only
depiction of Mars and Aeneas on the altar. Here, Mars was not a warrior as much as he was a
father. Diana Kleiner clarifies, "Mars, who is portrayed in armor and helmet, symbolizes the war

by which Augustus brought peace to Rome. Mars is also the father of Romulus, who was the
legendary founder of the state, who is depicted here with Remus and the she-wolf. Mars was thusly
ultimately the father of the Roman people (the senatorial side], Aeneas of the Julian family [the
imperial family side]." 217 These two figures would have been the first images a viewer was
presented with if he or she approached the monument from the front, as intended. In doing this,
Augustus established a mental foundation for the viewer: this is our history, solid and
unquestionable; these are our fathers, strong and unwavering. In essence, nothing could shake the
foundations of Augustan peace.
We learned in chapter one that the Forum of Augustus and the Temple of Mars Ultor were
clear statements of stability and Roman tradition, valor as well as military might. While Augustan
peace was achieved through the conquest of others, the Ara Pacis visual program focused inward
on Rome's most valued assets - its own history, its own leadership and its own resources. No
panel represents the concept of peace and the fruits of peace better than the Tellus panel located on
the southeast fa9ade of the Ara Pacis. This panel is normally referred to as "Tellus" because it is
believed that the main figure represents Earth, whom the Romans called Tellus. Alternative
interpretations are that the figure represents Italy (Italia) or the combination of both (Italiae
Tellus). Other possible identifications are that of the founder of the Julian line, Venus or Pax
(Peace) herself? 18 For our purposes, we will refer to the panel as the Tellus scene. In this relief, the
main female figure is seated on what looks to be an outcropping of earthen rocks or cliff face. She
holds two infants on her lap, one of which offers her a piece of fruit from the pile between them.
At her feet rests a docile and contented bull and sheep - figures that function as both sacrifice and
215
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. tunent. The earth blooms around her and nature appears to be in complete harmony?

~-

19

She is

.

flanked by two additional female figures that personify breezes over land and sea?20 The figure to
'ght sits upon a swan, signifying the land while the figure on her left sits upon a sea creature,

her rt

signifying the Mediterranean. The billowing mantles they hold over their heads create subtle
movement and add a light freshness and depth to the scene. Typical subtle Augustan imagery takes
the form of a jug of water at the lower left portion of the panel spilling water onto the ground,
indicating an abundance of the resource. Springing up behind the jug as well as behind the Tell us
figure are tangles of plants and flowers, suggesting strong growth and abundance.
There is a pluralism of meaning built into all of the panels of the Ara Pacis. This was a
necessity as "Rome was now the head of the world, caput mundi, in a more significant sense than
mere power. Augustan Rome drew on many traditions and revitalized them in the process."

221

The

theme most unique and important to the Ara Pacis is that of peace and prosperity. The Tell us panel
speaks directly to these attributes- the children in her lap, for instance, signify fertility?

22

Diana

Kleiner helps to string all these allegorical images together:
The message is set forth: Peace brings prosperity and time for planning and harvesting and the
security to raise children and plan for the futu re though the peace brought to [taly by Augustus. For
this reason, the specific identification of the woman as Tellus, Italia, ltaliae Tellus, Venus, Ilia, or
Pax is not of great importance, since she is in a sense a synthetic symbol of all of these
personifications and divinities. Imperial patrons and court artists in the age of Augustus favored
multiple associations in their portraiture as well as in their depiction of legendary and mythological
figures, and this was matched by their predilection for disguising recognizable historical personages
beneath a classicizing gloss.

In addition to these allegorical images, the fruits adorning the garlands ofthe monument magically

bloom all at once, suggesting that Augustan peace and prosperity spanned the entire course of the
year.

223

Between the upper and lower friezes, there is a clear balance between nature and

civilization - instead of domination, there is harmony. The Romans are shown harvesting the
bounty of the land, of peace, but not taking advantage of that abundance. There seems to be a clear
understanding that the eatih - Tellus- has many gifts to give, best utilized during Roman peace.
The concept of Roman peace is an important one to understand when considering the Ara
2 19
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. While modern peace may focus on cooperative efforts between states to act in harmony with
pacJs.
ther without the use of force, the Roman concept of peace emphasized more the

ooeano

pacification and domination of others in order to achieve peace. Galinsky explains, "The Ara
. is linked with the concept that peace is the result of military victories which secure the
pacJs...
. erium Romanum on land and sea. "224 Diana Kleiner specifies the conditions on which Roman

,mp

peace was achieved: "The peace brought by Augustus to Rome and the empire through war with
such foreign foes as Cleopatra and through diplomatic efforts in provinces like Gaul would provide
members of the imperial circle and the aristocracy with the opportunity to consolidate family life

and to raise children." 225 1o further demonstrate the concept of dominance as a role in peace she
explains, "Elsewhere on the altar were relief depictions of personifications of provinces under
Roman jurisdiction in Augustan tirnes."226 With these examples, we can begin to understand that
Augustan peace did not include Rome alone - it was a global phenomena, reliant on Rome's ability
to maintain dominance and rule over the known world. Fred Kleiner even refers to the Ara Pacis as
representing Augustus' "cosmos," indicating the Emperor had more lofty aims and perceptions of
his role in the universe. 227
Peace as a focus for monumental sculpture in Augustus' time was unique, but his careful
artistic balance and infusion of tradition allowed the Ara Pacis to be extremely successful. In it, we
see elements of divine approval, Roman superiority, harmony with nature and untold bounties for
Roman citizens. Augustus celebrates his capture of power after a time of civil war by explaining in
this narrative the many advantages his power brings to Rome, creating incentives for internal
cooperation. The Peace Monument in Washington D.C. had a similar objective - to explain the
advantages of a united Union. This monument uses similar personifications to convey a desired
message - that peace among the states creates many advantages and deserves to be celebrated.
There is an element of sacrifice, just as there is with the Ara Pacis as well as allusions to national
pride and dominance.
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The Peace Monument
The Peace Monument in Washington D.C. is made entirely of white Carrara marble and
stands forty-four feet tall at the north-west corner of the Capitol grounds. As a viewer approaches

fi'om the Mall walking east, they are met with the large Capitol Reflecting Pool which spans larger
than the width of the forum-like Mall area. Traveling northeast and around the large, shallow pool,
the viewer's eyes are natmally drawn to the tall Peace Monmnent that stands alone, smrounded by
a bed of flowers and the flowing water of the fountain that acts as its base. As the viewer
approaches, the Capitol Building in the distance begins to frame the monument - standing out as a
pure white shape against the sky, clean and untouched. Soon, the figures that stand on its ledges
begin to appear clear. At the top, the personification of Grief stands with her head in her hand and
her arm resting around the shoulder of the figure of personified History (Figmes 5.15-5 .16).
History holds a stylus and a tablet in her arm as she appears to look down at the viewer. Her tablet
reads, "They died that their country might live." 228Tbey are both adorned with classical clothing in
a style referred to as wet drapery .
Facing away from the Capitol building like Grief and History and standing on the second
ledge from the top is the personified Victory (Figme 5.17), holding a lam e! wreath and carrying an

oak branch. She is joined by infant personifications of Neptune, the god of sea and Mars, the god
of war who sit at her feet. Neptune holds a trident while Mars dons a helmet and holds a sword.
Both are sans clothing, Neptune looking up towards Victory and Mars gazing downward towards
land. Framing the children are two spheres, which are traditional symbols of globes.
Rounding the monmnent, a viewer is met with the personification ofPeace (Figure 5.18) on
the opposite side of the monument. She faces the Capitol Building and is naked from the waist up,
her lower half covered by a similar wet drapery as Grief and History wear. At her feet lay symbols
of peace and industry, including a cornucopia similar to that which we saw in the Gemma
Augustea. Among the symbol s of peace are a sheaf of wheat, a cornucopia filled with various
foods, turned earth and a sickle resting across a sword. Lost now is a dove that previously sat upon
the sheaf of wheat and is, unfortunate, not documented photographically? 29 Among the symbols of
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Architect of the Capitol, << http://www.aoc.gov/cc/grounds/art arch/peace.cfin >>
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are those meant to signify science, art and literature- an angle, a gear, a book and a pair
industrY
. ·ders These symbols are meant to signify the progress that is made possible through
of dJVI
.
230 Framing the symbols are two additional spheres, or globes. James Hall's Dictionary of

peace.

Subjects and Symbols in Art explains this symbol has many meanings, among them: a "globe or
orb,

held in the hand of a monarch, signified his sovereignty over the world. It was first used thus

by the Roman emperors. [... ]The globe is widely distributed among personified virtues, the Liberal

Arts and some pagan divinities, signifying their universality. It is an attribute of Truth, especially
23 1

from the 17th cent., of Fame, [and] of Abundance. "

That these globes are present speaks to the

American view towards the future. This indicates that they envisioned themselves as world leaders,
or perhaps a mo~el for peace and leadership. This can be considered a different kind of
domination, but domination nonetheless as America looks to be considered a world player and
perhaps intends to act as the future hegemony.
The Peace Monument was shipped in pieces from Rome to Washington D.C. despite the
original location for the monument being Annapolis. Commissioned by Admiral David D. Porter,
who also created the original rough sketch for the design, it was meant to commemorate the deaths
of navy men incurred during the Civil War. 232 The monument was created by sculptor Frartklin
Simmons, who had been raised in Maine but moved to Rome in 1867?33 The same artist was asked
to create the sculpture of Robert Williams for the National Statuary Hall collection? 34 Simmons
took responsibility for carving the figures while the architectural aspects of the monument were
executed by the Bonanni Brothers in Carrara, Italy under Simmons' direction. The first pieces of
the monument were shipped in 1876 until the fmal figure- Peace herself, was erected in January
1878.

235

The only other inscription on the monument other than that on History's tablet reads, "In

memory of the officers, seamen and marines of the United States Navy who fell in defense of the
Union and liberty of their country, 1861-1865. "236
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Although many Civil War monuments had been erected in the city with much fanfare, the
.

erecuon 0

fthe Peace Monument was met with little excitement or fervor.

237

At the time, the "Navy

t" may not have been fully understood as a symbol of peace- however over the years it

Monumen
baS been hard to think of it as anything but a monument to peace. During the Vietnam War, the
ent served as a rallying point for anti-war protests (Figures 5.19-5.21). Ironically, it is

JDODum

believed a great deal of the damage to the monument that cannot be attributed to acid rain is due to
protesters climbing the structure and accidently breaking off parts of the allegorical sculptures?

38

It is comparatively ironic that Mussolini was responsible for the excavation of the Ara Pacis during
his rule over Italy.
When considering a comparison to the Ara Pacis, the figures of infants Neptune and Mars,
Victory, Peace as well as the symbolic images of peace and prosperity are most applicable. Let us
first consider the infants seated at Victory's feet. That these two figures take on the ro_les of young
gods immediately indicates that America and the preservation of the Union enjoy divine approval.
While America did not have the same mythological origins as Rome claimed, the concept of divine
authority is clear in this monument in areas of war, but also in other areas as we have witnessed in
earlier chapters. Their youth can be interpreted as the United States - young, but powerful. Like
the Ara Pacis, the infants may also indicate fertility, that is to say, efforts to repopulate and
continue with life after a bloody war.
The figure of Victory, combined with the global imagery presented by the four orbs
perched on the lower ledge of the monument, hints at a concept of peace closer to that of Rome
than our modern concept. The North has pacified the South's attempts to secede and has returned
peace to the Union. The globes indicate a more international view towards the world, perhaps an
optimism of also returning to a unified world power. Just as Rome incorporated their provinces
into their way of life, the figure symbolizes the hard-fought victory over the South. The oak branch
she carries signifies strength (Architect), and presumably her ability to maintain her position of
dominance and victory.
As Peace faces the Capitol, she holds an olive sprig and appears to gaze further than at just
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.
Her sight is long, which fits well with the interoperation of optimism for the future. For
cheVJCWer.
reason Neptune and Mars are shown young, this post Civil War America intends to enjoy

the same

a of peace and prosperity as a nation with an understanding that they are considered young
along er
internationally. Peace, however, does not come without some sacrifice. While the ideas of sacrifice

are different between the Ara Pacis and the Peace monument, sacrifice is present in both. The Ara
Pacis honors sacrifices made to gods through libation or animal sacrifice. It was also known that
manY Romans died for the peace the Ara Pacis celebrated as a result of its own civil war. The
message History writes on her tablet as part of the Peace Monument explicitly states the
infortunate sacrifice that was necessary to keep the Union intact. It is understood in both
monuments that peace has a price, though the outcome most certainly outweighs the cost.
The symbols signifying prosperity at Peace's feet seem to be universal- especially
compared to the symbols Augustus put forth to naiTate his ideas of peace. The cornucopia is the
first obvious similarity. While not present on the Ara Pacis reliefs, we have seen it before in
Augustan art and the san1e concept of bounty and abundance is conveyed through rich plant and
animal life on the Tellus relief. The Peace Monument depicts tilled earth while Tellus personifies
the earth on the Ara Pacis. The sickle on the Peace Monument represents agricultural bounty while
the Ara Pacis displays bounty throughout the monument- nestled in garlands, springing forth from
the ground around Tellus and in the lower floral friezes. Finally, the sword in the grouping speaks
again to the necessity of sacrifice and force to achieve peace and the advantages that can be
harvested through it. Americans would be familiar, too, with the concept of violence to obtain
what they desired. Since the colonization of the continent, struggles for land and ownership were
common between the new settlers and the Native Americans.
The symbols of progress- that of art, literature and teclmology bundled opposite to the
grouping with the cornucopia - expand on the concept of the advantages created through the
establishment and peace. In this way, just as with the Ara Pacis, the narrative is explaining the
necessity and benefits of peace in an attempt to maintain it with similar perceptions and attitudes
toward keeping it intact. It is interesting that art is one of the concepts personified - art is generally
at its most valued during times of peace and prosperity. This is obvious through construction of the
monuments themselves, however the extra emphasis is one of interest.
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The Ara Pacis and the Peace Monument both served as psychological linchpins for their
ive nations. The concept of peace was most important - the reassurance that prosperity
respeCt
ld continue without intelTuption was important for the idealistic supposition to become a

wou

reality. Rome thrived for hundreds of years after the Ara Pacis was erected. The irony,
unfortunately, was that internal corrosion would be a huge contributing factor for the undoing of
Rome. The warnings against civil war depicted in these monuments was an important one -one
that, for many reasons, was not heeded in the end on the part of the Roman leadership. For the
Peace Monument - time will tell. It has served as an iconic symbol for those who support the
modern concept of peace - that of cooperation and denouncement of violence, force and coercion.
The fact that both nations appealed to the virtues of peace early on in their periods is telling in and
of itself. The pursuit of such goals became a part of their national identity - Rome always striving
for Augustan peace and America working to remain united, steadfast and prosperous both
internally and in the world setting.
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Conclusion
Historical Patterns

It is impossible to quantify the effects art has on a viewer. One may feel inspired or

humbled when viewing the Washington National Monument or walking with the Roman army as

they followed Trajan's campaigns depicted on his column. One might feel reassured by the familiar
images ofthe Forum of Augustus or awed by the sight of Washington ascending into the heavens
painted onto the Capitol dome. What can be understood for cettain is that in art, there always exists
a reaction, whether that be favorable or unfavorable. What the Augustan program and early
American artists were able to accomplish, was the creation of a pattern of images, like an index
that a viewer could understand as if reading a book. These narratives either reinforced traditional
images, shaped new ideas for the nation - or more likely, used a combination of both. These
images became synonymous with the nations they represented and would be instrumental in
creating a statist propaganda program that could be called upon in times of both peace and
struggle.
With each case study we examine, it becomes clear that the arena of political art supports
many different mediums and messages with which to work. First, the Forum of Augustus and the
Capitol Building invited the viewer to actively experience the purposeful architectural details and
grandeur as both buildings evoked feelings of tradition, balance and stability in the ruling class.
Additionally, the Forum and the Capitol both emphasized history and historical figures that
provided models for stately behavior and patriotism. Second, the Column ofTrajan and the Frieze
of American History called upon similar methods of experiential art with narratives explaining
important moments in their respective histories. The narratives included familiar motifs that the
viewer would have understood and identified with, investing him or herself within the stories told.
The style in which these narratives were told is as ancient as Egyptian and Assyrian relief
sculptures - stone relief in the case of the Column and painted relief in the case of the American
History Frieze. These narratives were meant to be viewed by individuals never present at the
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·cal occasions but included within the national scope of the history itself, thereby aiding in
biston
the creation oftheir personal national identity. Third, Augustan and Washington portraiture offered
the most varied collection of media as mythology, tradition and virtue were masterfully combined
to create images of the rulers that would be solid in the foundation of their states as well as
enduring. The depiction or allusion to deities in tllis portraiture allowed the viewer to be reassured
that the nation of which he or she is a part of enjoys divine approval. Approval that is substantiated

by the accomplishments of Augustus or Washington and the rich history that surrounded them real or fabricated. The rulers themselves became deified after their deaths which reinforced
national drive and identity. Fourth, Augustan obelisks and the Washington National Monument
were extreme displays of monumental power, ingenuity and superiority. The national debate that
surrounded the Washington monument was most telling to the mindset of the young nation as we
saw a serious dialog about how art should represent a small, yet powerful democratic nation. The
choice of a simple obelisk was a compromise befitting the debate. The symbolism and scale of the
project more than speak to the enduring military capabilities of the young United States - an
interesting prediction, of sorts, as America went on after some time to occupy world hegemony
economically and militarily. Finally, the Ara Pacis Augustae and the Peace Monument represent
more modest monuments in their size, but in message and content are possibly the most significant
of all the case studies discussed. The appeal to peace and the way in which both nations deduce
peace should be reached reveals much about their collective mindsets and goals. The emphasis on
abundance, divine approval and fertility speak to the values possessed by both nations and the
reminders of history and sacrifice appeal to the viewer as familiar, comfmiable motifs. These case
studies represent the numerous instances where state art is paramount in shaping national identity
and span an ample amount of media types in order to offer a balanced understanding of how and
what forms successful state propaganda manifest.
The importance of art and architecture in nation building is of particular interest of mine.
Through the comparison of an ancient nation to an existing one, I believe tacit conclusions about
historical patterns can be made. With enough time and resources, countless comparisons spanning
many nations both ancient and modern could be conducted and I believe my instincts on these
points could be proven correct. What follows are some final concluding remarks about the
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arisons made between ancient Rome and Washington D.C. concerning their motivations, the

comP

nature

of propaganda, the emphasis nations place on art and the implications of the loss of art in a

national culture as well as the pattern of state behavior viewed through national art.
Through examining the art of both ancient Rome and Washington D.C., their respective
motivations were clear and similar. Rome desired tranquility within its own borders while
simultaneously expanding them. Augustus' goal was to legitimize and centralize his power in order
to make Rome a more wieldy force in the known world. America was setting out to prove herself
on the world stage. Expansionist efforts were present for over a hundred years in the United States
while Americans also attempted to maintain unity within their borders. The United States saw the
opportunity to become a real world power and aimed to display that optimism through one of the
most classical forms imaginable - art and architecture. Allusions to Rome and Greece were never
accidental as America's motivations were driven partially by the fundamental cornerstones of
democracy and unified power. Every subtle symbol in the Roman and American visual program
was intentional and directed towards their larger goals. Both states understood the importance of
balance in propagandistic art- between domination and peace, divine providence and self
determination.
The word 'propaganda' generally has negative contexts; however, every state generally
participates in the execution of propagandistic works. The programs we have discussed in each
chapter are statist propaganda geared towards shaping a concept of the state that is agreeable to its
citizens while at the same time attempting to advance the nation forward. These propagandistic
programs were, luckily for us, preserved in stone. They endure the test of time and provide a
context for the history of propaganda. Toby Clark gives a brief description of the dichotomy
between rut and propaganda throughout the ages in his work Art and Propaganda in the Twentieth
Century:
Beyond the controversies provoked by modern notions of propaganda, the use of art in the service of
politics has a deep and enduring history. Rulers of the city-states, kingdoms, and empires of the ancient
world used art on a monumental scale to reiterate their power, glorify their victories, or to intimidate
and defame their enemies. The political symbols and rituals of imperial Rome were highly elaborate
under the fLrst- and second-century emperors, whose images were commemorated in monumental
statues and a flow of coins and medals distributed throughout the empire. Architectural spaces in
Rome were designed for spectacular ceremonies of triumph, obedience and unity and for parading the
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Modern propaganda is a great deal more transient and not as enduring. Television programs,
newspapers and direct political addresses tend to dominate the world of propaganda today, with
little tong-lasting physical evidence to show for it. Has our nation forgotten the need to invest in
enduring artistic projects in order to constantly evolve and improve our national identity?
While we may not think in the same artistic terms of early America today, it must still be
recognized that these are the underlying images on which the United States was founded. We can
still appreciate the appeal classical art has upon us, even as modem viewers. This evolution of att
and architecture both reflect American history and in some cases, helped to shape its progression.
In the time of Augustus, some of the images he created for public consumption simply did not
exist before or during his time. His depiction of children, for instance, especially in the procession
friezes on the Ara PaCis, was a new visual program he created in order to include children in the
political process. 240 This element of youth would become a fact of life for Roman leadership as
questions succession began to arise. The creation of a permanent peace monument alone was
revolutionary. The United States' bold entrance onto the world stage was only underscored by the
kind of architectural and artistic projects they engaged in.
The emphasis on mt both nations employed, I believe, was extremely imp01tant to their
success as nations insomuch as it helped to solidify their national identities. To those may feel this
is overstating the importance of art in society, I make my argument: in order to engage in the
commission and creation of national art, the desire, knowledge and funds must first be available.
This principal list of requirements presupposes that a state has become stable enough to ensure its
own security while generating revenue and maintaining self-sufficiency. These are extremely basic
elements of the state. To extend the state into a nation, or a collection of individuals with a similar
cultural and historical background, is difficult when one considers the conglomerate of individuals
Rome consisted of, let alone America whose entire governing population were ultimately
immigrants from several countries with their own cultural and historical backgrounds. Ronald
Mellor explains the situation in Rome during Augustus' time: "Augustus took a different view of
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earlier Roman politicians: he was not just the ruler of a city-state that happened to
bisrole from
. he was the emperor of a vast, multicultural world empire whose capital was at
rule the worid ,
oman colonies brought Roman citizens and Roman culture to the provinces, while
Rome. R
• ·ats who served in the armies might become citizens themselves. The census results
provmc1
ed in the Res Augustus brought about four million to five million citizens (out of a total

report

241

population of sixty million) during the reign of the first emperor. "

Shared history would become

extremely important, however, unifying that history into a set of recognizable images that could be
distributed nationwide would become vital to the ideological survival of a large state. I believe
there is also a kinship that is created with the arts as nations progress and explore different ways in
which to express themselves.
Romans during the Augustan age valued the classicism of Hellenistic Greece while early
Americans had a similar taste for classicism that would include Roman art. These styles fostered a
universal appeal to the human condition - understood and appreciated by many in its raw portrayal
of the human form. When national art, on the other hand, begins to lose its meaning and
universality, I believe that is also a reflection of the nature of the state the art represents. While
some believe the artistic changes near the end of the Roman empire were intentionally stylistically
different - I instead believe that a fundamental breakdown of the Roman concept of nationality
was occurring in conjunction with the loss of art, or the luxury to invest in art. I think here of The
Tetrarchs (Figure 6.1) sculpted in Constantinople circa A.D. 300.
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These figures appear squat in

comparison to the naturalistic classical form of the body. Their posture is protective, suspicious
and wary. Compare this sculpture to early Imperial works and a book of differences could be
written. The Rome during this time was certainly not the Rome Augustus envisioned and as each
year passed, Rome came closer to disappearing as a unified nation-state. If other works were
examined, from relief sculpture to portraiture, paintings and mosaic, it would become clear a
powerful shift in art had been made, departing from the interest and importance art was given near
the beginning of the empire.
This devolution of art is what I consider to be a recognizable pattern of state behavior, just
as the evolution of art is in the role of creating national identity. Early America did not always
241
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e funds required to achieve such marvels in art as the Apotheosis of Washington, the Frieze
have th
of American History or the Washington National Monument, however, these projects were still
rnade a priority for their young nation. This was in part, I am sure, due to the nature of the world
stage at the time as Americans were forced to compete with Europe's existing treasures. It is
equally as possible that the early American taste for art was strong as a national desire and those
who sought to create national art understood the intrinsic importance and utility of the medium.
The Founding Fathers found value in creating a federal city- a place that could serve as a centerpoint for the nation. This is perhaps because they understood the utility of uniformity and order
created by engineering a foundation for their nation. Unlike Rome, the American capital was preplanned and born from diagrams created by the human imagination. There was nothing
unintentional about the founding of the federal city, nor the continuation of nation building through
the commissioning of art and architecture. Just as the Romans intentionally crafted their political
propaganda through art, coins, literature and architecture, America crafted her own nation from the
foggy and swamp-like fields and forests of the District of Columbia.
While national identity can be created in a variety of different ways - through shared
history, oral traditions, literature or theater - there is no more impacting and efficient technique to
build identity than that of a visual program created with materials that are guaranteed to endure
time. As human beings, we are extremely visual creatures through with art and architecture, we are
able to see and feel the art. It can be small and intimate like the Gemma Augustea or the inner halls
of the Capitol Building. It can be overpowering and humbling like the Washington National
Monument or the Forum of Augustus. This type of artistic expression is long lasting, enduringimmortal. This concept of marking history with a permanent monument speaks loudly to viewers
who consider themselves a piece of that history by living to see the work alone. The feeling of
eternity created by long-lasting monuments or buildings is reassuring in itself to a nation, speaking
to security and power. Art and monun1ents can become rallying points, a personal experience, and
an expression in time. While unable to quantify the specific success of artistic works, the fact that
certain imagery is copied and reused over time speaks to its success as a visual program. We seem
to respond favorably to certain images and concepts that can then be reused over time- creating a
pattern of national identity creation that we see most specifically here with Rome and America.
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'fhis pattern is important to keep in mind when considering the makeup of a nation and how it
. ht evolve. Many may consider rut to be periphery to a nation's success, but I see it as a milTor
rnag
irnage _ a clear and undistorted image that can be examined and weighed in direct relation to the
and architecture are vital to the survival civilization as we think of it. The more our tastes
state. Art
veer away from the arts, the less time we invest in them, bigger questions emerge as to where our
efforts are being redirected. Recall the image of the protective posture of the Tetrarch portraits
compared to the eventual fate of Rome.
I complete this work, this examination of nation building with the quandary of enduring
successful nationalism. What is the natural evolution of states and can this be altered through
means of ingenuity and propaganda itself? The role of art in nation building is important, as we
have seen. Foundations are poured on the backs of artists and careful program designs. New
directions can be forged with a convincing piece of rutwork- something both Augustus and early
Americans understood. It is natural to want to follow the thought to conclusion, to wonder about
the evolution of art and how it impacts the longevity of a state. For now, however, I am satisfied
with the examination of nation building via artistic media. This analysis provides an interesting
insight into how nations can be shaped in positive terms and perhaps sets in motion the ideas for
maintaining a successful public and state image. Ultimately, as prodigy nations go - ancient Rome
and early America succeeded in their programs that supported this claim. How much of that initial
foundation is at work today is the subj ect of another research paper. What is certain is that art,
indeed, played a pivotal role in solidifying national identity both internally as well as projecting
success internationally.
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Figure 1.1 - The Forum o f Augustus.
Figure 1.2 - T he Capitol after the British set it ablaze, 1814.
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Figure 1.3 - 1846 photograph of the Capitol.
Figure 1.4 - Cash crops sculpted into column
heads.
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Figure 1.5 - The Apotheosis if' Washington, Capitol dome frieze.
Figure 1.6- Floor plan of the Capitol. N umber 13 represents the Statuary Hall, formally the H ouse Chamber.
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Figure 2.1- The Forum ofTrajan.
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Figure 2.2- [Left] Sketch of the Column ofTrajan, dedicated in A.D. 113.
Figure 2.3- [Right] The Column ofTrajan, first five registers.
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Figure 2.4 -(Left] Column ofTrajan, modern day full length.
Figure 2.5- [Right] The Column of Marcus Aurelius, completed circa A.D. 192.
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Figure 2.6- [Left] the Column at the Place Vendome in Paris, erected by Napoleon I.
Figure 2. 7 - [Right] The Colonization ofNew England as shown on the Capitol Rotunda frieze.
Figure 2.8 - [Right] Captain Smith and Po,-ahontas as shown on the Capitol Rotunda frieze.
Figure 2.9 - [Right] The Death ojTe,-umseh as shown on the Capitol Rotunda frieze.
Figure 2.10 - [Right] The Battle ofLexington as shown on the Capitol Rotunda frieze.
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Figure 2.11 - The Capitol Rotunda Frieze beginning with the landing of Columbus.
Figure 2.12- Reconstructed last scene on the Column ofTrajan.
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Figure 2.13- The Landtitg ofColumbus
Note how Columbus arrives and is already in forward motion towards the future, while the Native Americans who watch

his arrival face away from the movement, and in some cases kneel.
Figure 2.14- Conez mrd Montezuma at Mexican Temple
Note how Cortez faces forward in the direction of the frieze while Montezuma and his followers face away from the
forward direction of the frieze.

Figure 2.15 - The Declaration ojlttdepe11dmce
We see the forward facing Found Fathers fashioned on an elevated platfonn and the spectators both listening to their words
and motioning forward, ready to make history.
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Figure 2.16 - The SumnderofCornwalli.r
It is not just the Native Americans facing away from the future as we see in this scene- the American soldiers
move forward while Cornwallis' troops face toward the past.

Figure 2.17 - The Birth ofAviation

The last scene in the frieze, the motion is undeniably forward and optimistic.
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Figure 2.18- [fop left] The Dacians, shown
facing away from the f01ward motion, welcoming
the Roman arrival.

Figure 2.19 - [fop right) Captured D acian.
Figure 2.20 - [Bottom] Fleeing Dacians face away
from the forward motion.
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Figure 2.21 - (Top left] James Oglethorpe seen here after founding the colony of Georgia and making peace
with the Muskogee Indians

Figure 2.22- (Top right] Emperor Trajan addressing his troops
Figure 2.23 - [Bottom left] The Death ofDecebalus as shown on the Column ofTrajan
Figure 2.24 - [Bottom right] Detail of the Death rifTechmseh as shown on the Capitol rotunda frieze
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Figure 3.3- Gemma Augustea circa
14A.D.

Figure 3.4 - The Apotheosis of

Washington, 1865
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Figure 3.5 - [Top left] Doryphoros of Polykleitos
Figure 3.6 - [Top right] P ortrait of Grieving Octavian, 37 B.C.
Figure 3.7- (Bottom] Portrait of Augustus in the Museo Capitolino, Actium type.
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Figure 3.8 - [Left] Augustus as Imperator from the Villa of Livia at Primaporta, cuirass detail.
Figure 3.9 - [Iop right) Augustus statue from Primaporta. D etail: personification of conquered nation (Gaul)
Figure 3.10 - [Bottom right) Augustus statue from Primaporta. Detail: personification of unconquered nation.
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Figure 3.U- H oratio Greenough's George Washington detail: rear inscription.
Figure 3.12 - Horatio Greenough's George Washington detail: rear decoration.
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Figure 3.14- [Top left] Charles Wilson Peale. W'orl~ rifl.iberty Mr. Pitt. C. 1786.
Figure 3.15 - [Top right] Copy of Antonio Canova's George ~~ashiltgton, 1818-21. The original was destroyed in the
Northern Carolina Capitol fire in 1830.

Figure 3.16 - [Bottom left] Horatio Greenough's George Washington detail, infants Hercules and Iphiclus and the snakes.
Figure 3.17 - [Bottom left] Herr:u/es StraJtgliJtg the Serpent.
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Figure 3.18- [Top] Horatio Greenough's George

Washington detail: Apollo.
Figure 3.19 - [Bottom left] Horatio Greenough's

George Washington detail; Indian.
Figure 3.20 - [Bottom right] Horatio Greenough's

George Washington detail; Columbus.
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Figure 3.21 - Cross-Section of the Dome and Rotunda, Thomas U. Walter, Ink and Watercolor 1859.
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Figure 3.22 - Apotheosis of Washington, Capitol dome fresco painting central scene.
Figure 3.23 -Apotheosis ofWashington, detail; Science.
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Figure 3.24 - Apotheosis of Washington, detail; War.
Figure 3.25 -Apotheosis oJWashington, detail; Agriculture.
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Figure 3.26 - Apotheosis ofWashington, detail; Mechanics.
Figure 3.27 --Apotheosis of Washington, detail; Commerce.
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